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Clark incons i  + sten+++ 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime Trudeau defended his. p ro~ to m 
Minister Trudeau accused government's e f for ts  at immnst laws to eu~}l~ lifo Of 
Joe Clark on Sunday .of par l iamentary reform, federal apnclm~'a~l 
changing his mind under saying h e ' k . - s ~  parat lmmtlmt~,~uti ived 
pressure on the major kauns lhe commiti~ mm so ~ um~4dum'.i//:+ 
of the day. small 8roup8 of MPa now can And he would tli~K-'St~pa to 
In the last of three half. ze0Po in on spedflc upend~g image the po~ o~ in- 
lmur debatm broadcast Hoe programs. , dividual MPs. *~'++/' 
from the CTV efflisto hem, "Wo think it is very impof As t l~dolmtow~intelhe 
Trudeau took the offensive, tout that the me~ of atretoh, T rud~b"  asked 
saying his Progressive Pari'.mant be ~Iven the whether there wouk~he t/me 
Conservative opponent had tools to dothaJob.,  to rabe issues Hhar than 
switched ~tonds on insuns Clark ~ T~udcau was llrliam~mtary 1"e~.  
ranging from moving the diacuneing theory. In DIJmUSalon ~ to eou- 
Canadian embus, y in Israel, practitm, Parilamant was stitutional r~ox~*~:~ 
to PetroCanada. not working properly .Trudeau r ~  Ckrk 
Clark said he found it he.usa Trudeau's goVlml~ that William .I~++++~. Ca-  
ironic that he should ha mant ,'does not 8ive them eervauw ]Lm'eml~P ! in On- 
accused of "electoral in- l ime," terlo, had sailfl~4~anada 
consistency." "The fact'k that we now Mhauld move te+~diinl the 
He accused Trudeau' "of have a system where the country'l constlh!llhli- 
bT i~ to divert attention ~ll l tytoi- f lneneeevemin ~ British Nor~t~dl~ 
from a record that has been PariLmnmt Js in the hands ef Act -- from Brltlflh, then 
by-andlarge a record of a small number in cab/net." work on a new fomiula for 
fa i l . ro . "  Oneef.n. ou.. to at turk  
Clark cited opecifically the debate 8teared that 
Trudeau's imposition of diseusaion to government wasn't his unden~ Of 
wage and price controk fin control over "the public Davin's po~dtien.~~:~ 
1975 after promising not to purse. Could the public The two alFeod.'.' to nhack 
impose them duril~ the 19'14 . explmt better prollml~ll for. tk,., ~ t,~l~vt!~.';q 
general election cam'palgn. th~ tax ~ ff Llberi~ - -De~"m'~-~' .~ l~ i  
Clark added that the time were re-elected ~ May 22? durl~ a f ~  
has, come to end the what he Yes, re~lisd Trudsau. HIS constitutional :c~Merenco 
described as government by government would act on last February. ~,~.' . i  
"aq isolated elite." recent royal commission ~!+ii~ _ Trudeau has ~ to The country had been run recommendat ions  for c~lml~mi l~- -w i th  
too 10n ~ by one man, who reform if re.elected. ,,+,~,~,,,.....~..~,~._...+.. 
domi--t -d +ho v.~k~,.~ e,.,,~ " .~o.. . . . .~ ---.-.~v.-,-,,.,~.~m~,~ . . + + +  bM~ M&l~l+ l l |  v i i i l& l  + ~L~ • . • - - .+ '~r  . , I • 
overnm n ' , . . . .  rl~Mmt~o.. WOtl~ g e t. + Trudanu s assert ion,  and ~. , . , . _~. . _ .~ . , 'P -~. , ,~ .  
• At one point, C'.rkstopped ~|d  a Conservative . ,  ,.+^,.~ +~. :  
£ooking at Trudsau --  the two government would move . . . . . . .  • ~+pj~, + 
v~efe .separated at see- ~ui.~dy a/~.~ the election to At ono poln!~+q~udml.U 
mrouan ~eeumms anout a twawaystonnprovevari ' . ,  twlttod Clark, 'JilTJ~--tlm 
metre apart -- and spoke to ment's control over taz Conservative lu~r?was  
debate mo.dekator David fUlXk, always "tllk~l~+++ ien-  
~oinmmn, mconun~ presl. The Comerv~Uve l~der ereUtlm, n+w+r • 
cent of McGlll Univerolty. recited Party campailn spectfleitlm. ' ' * I ~; j I 
You must spend it: 
' • ~ '  : ' L +"~ | | ProgreRlve Conservative In the f la t  liscal yur"  d a t ranrd~ etmunmtanmm 
• " , l l ; ~ I Leader Jon C'.rk and New CoumryaUve pvernment, eflzr ree~ving eibinH ap- 
• I~  I~  I~" I~ up  A V ' l  J l  ' l  ~ | Democratic Leader Ed . He added, however, that proval. ' : ,  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .+~+~ ~+s • . m m  . l  P p " ~ ~une.  t.wowo .~'mm.+Im+Im13q, l~  ~om- 
+ . .  7 (197§  . LTD. )  .- :~| ,+I ++ + . q m  ', I .atim.1~+te.me .economy by depend .m ..~mt .how ~,I~ ~.mmmlmmylo  l~m 
" + + " a . u . .  m a m m a  ~ . . . . .  +hi ; I" .. " *, . .  • " . . . .  5 " " " ' ":' I . Sl~.no~ +.mom m+ while scheme wofmKl In pmcti~. I Jm~ .wu'+,~, '+'wKI~ 
. . . .  . . . . .  ~I~ r lug .  +I~I'I++V|~:I~ r i  I+ .. '. 4+,. r 4 : +" " . I ~4m~mefa! .  era ld~dt`  Thedd~toout imdef l~t .  l~mld!~md~. .  
- ' + / I " + " +. Volume ++room . I . • Imdelm.~ammgm. l~ . ,mo. l~ Ind  wlm Cl~rk ,.,,,+, ,~.', ',,u, 5_. , . ,  ~ 
, + uonai leaoero n tele ' ,~,-~, - - . , ,  -~7 w,m~ ,o .+ - • • . . . . . . . .  . . . . • ~ partY. - sa~g it would be hell~, • .... . 
635"6555,  635-2525 I i • + + . _ , . . . .  + m vision Sunday nl~.t began Mr. Brolull~n~ II we both todul.wl~l~..t~a~it .pa l  
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+1 q'+" " q ++'+' ' '+ '++++~'] :m~'  ~ [ "A"  i - -  ++''"--: L:': i+ +'+1 " + ++. i ; +` i..+-:+"+, ~ ":+ .President Job n Kearny . in  poPatiol ."bold u l  by r ln -  ~ toflnd m fnm m 
; L , '~ I .~ I  I I  l .~ Jml l  ~-d l l k  i r l l - i . . i T . . .+m • i .... i + - l l e~ i  ~r11 . - l l~ . . .~ .~ l~ l  . '.. • meeaPqz~0+andfoPmer tam. .  we act m th+m? and 
• , ,  . . . . .  , . w J L  .'.+.+ . + .+ He said hl, Imlh, l~  would Canada to be owned by ~ ,  UnderwaY. 
t~mu t&t ' ) -  J~8~uan ~anedian citizens and not Later, BroedUent wan Phantom Jet fighters, in a broadcast discussion expects Saudi Arab,. to buy Eg3mt overSadat' " 's sllPd~ + ~eleaSeCuna. money, for 
President Anwar Sudat said He said the planes would the slate, asked by one,~'o*f ~ thrne, 
professors:and, students, ~. :craft, forEaypt, r.p.~, ,"~" - . - - "v  . . . .  their governments, tospend "Petre.Cansde hasyntto ~ourna]btaatthe~tawho 
.Sunday he will use 11,5 ~Ocfi3~. over Eaypt by w i~ .Tanta University S0 F~SEs, a d/fferent air- ~- ' t~e . ,~nce ' -~, ,~  , . ,+r  owns, ramer than for 
.blUlon in U.S. military aid to buy American.made Sudat;a plans, announe~ came after he wu rep~ed ~ne. Sandis have bmkan . . . . . .  and thereby stimulate find a drop of oil," Clark he would suppo~ .If" voters 
to have sald he n.o !w+ger+ diplomatic relations with CoP l~!dpa~e+2 produetiveaetlvityandjoha, said, ofeetodamlnm'It~Liberldor 
. . . . .  Conservative Par l iament , :  Broadbent suggested Broadbant countered by 
Clark is tryinl+ to "trick the saying that the corporation May 22, +~ .',~ +.A UC +- - - - -en -nt  J [naepae " m ' 1 peop le  ' ' '  + 1 +  q + have  i t  " t "  + °+ + ~  " " ~ ' ' ~  + ~ q " " '  1 ' ' - -1  " ' b th ways." He said I~ lha~l~.  • Broadbent said;:Hv was
, economic plan would in- Onthe question d RClt~P 
 +esov  m tep aU  ".+b ,S . ntsaid moO  
• Go v't gives fishermenlaUnch - ' +  • " to generate predtmtlon and. hewas '!ve~ surpriml and oi~rved timt ~ had jobs for the one milllm som eFhatconcernedtehear Kivan the NDP'~i!+~mn~e /+  unemployed. C'.rkmakethastatomenthe b fore it won.~llb first 
+ official k m a s s  p r o t e s t s  Goaded by Broadbent,+did. '' Commons i~t+~ + in • • C'.rksaldheandBroadhant He referred to atatements Newfoundland .~It  - S 
O appeared to saree on the rode 'by  Clark 'throuabout byedeotlon lu t  ~ ,  
• need to stimulate the the campaign that a Cou- C'.rk said B ~  ap- 
• economy but he asserted: servatlve government would 1 ~  to be s ~  face- 
"We expect here will not allow the national p~lca tloully. , Final approval has been shipment to overseas VANCOUVER (CP) - -  tested epartment cutbacks that have l~t :f,:'~ 
Mmnlad for the purchase of markets. About 80 f ~  boats restrictions on certain the department ,< " the Granduc opper mine in ' of 
Stewart by Enso Minerais The announcement last took to the waters ef t~es of boats for the fisheries Understaffed BROADBE : 
• Ltd.,+ of Calgary, says lone February of Esa0's interest Vancouver's harbor Sun- upcoming salmon season, and under-equipped to .~,,~i 
Caml~Polo. in the Stewart property day to (p l 'Ot J~t  alleged The total herring roe properly manage the +~',~ 
~q)i~+/+il.by+lheY°relg n.:~ml~gnelosaidumttim followed elomlp on the hsab mmmmmgemmt of calmlafl~ysarwan41,B02 -her/+l,glishm~,,,hesaid P E T  m a d e  it + of rapidly.improving in. .  Brit ish Columbia's Ious, down from ,,609 in a news reinme. W l l ~ r m ~  - 
armament Review Agency tonmtioual eopp~ prices. ! ! ~  and to call for tam in 1978 and 81,-318 In He said the Pacific V V V M M b  ~ V  
and by the federal cabinet Campagnolo claimed that the rulMnation ef the 1977. Howler  com- 
clsars the way.for eopening the. November 1978 federal federal fisheries' Pacific petition between coast fishery contributes OTTAWA (CP) - -  Prime should remais united. But ~vndan lure an ~ unem. 
~, ofthetnlnednsedsineeJune budgetwasaisoaiactor in director, proceasora for part 0f the millions "of dollars to Minister Trudsau rejected Trudeanhadfaiisdto~,lato ploymant "rate well halow 
11122, and that work is ex- the decision to reopen the The sail-in was .reduced catch pushed federalcofferseaehycar, an accusation by Ed the kind of nationalistic C~t~iS . th  e tw; ofnshad 
to ~ Immedlatl~ mine. ~ ~I~F IS~ prices paid to.fishermen yet the industry is de- Broadbent, NmV DemoeraUe "exuberance" ev/dent in 
• to 1130 milUon, up frorm prlved of sufficient Par+ leader, Sunday n/l~t Quebec in other parts of the over the bs~ Of medial 
on eenstruetiou of mill and "AnumbereftheBudgH's sociaflonofB.Ci, a group 151 milHonin 1928and 124 manpower to ensure that that he had heigbtoned country, cans, :,- 
coke bufldinas danmged by provisions were ~ great :of independant fllh bsat mill/ou in 1772. the resource is properly Quebec separatism, Forolgn ownership of the Brondlmmi accuied 
- l~vymow ".st winter, benefit to the ~ in. .ownsnl - An assoc'.tion utilized. The 'accusation occurred economy had undermined Trudeau of ~ a 
during the nationally- confidence In tim country, "Hrioulerrorin+~dgnm~ '' • Other wxk to be carried dusiry in our part of B.C. . It was not supported, .apokenman said ~ fisher. Nicol ssid there are too televised ebate among the ~rcadbent said. It wns time byall .ov~ngp~tote lm 
out this year includes the, ParUcu'.r!yhaligulwerotha however, by.the United mm~ no longer ham+ "man boats chasing too 
techn01ogyinstallati°n ofmillingneW, equip.l~ creditl0 per canton maJorinVestmentcapitaltax Fisherman' and Allied confidence in Dr.  Wslly few ~h and+critieked the three party leaders in the for the country to r ~  ov~ admlnl~tratl~ Of the 
mant and the overhaul of ~pandlmrm in areas4uch 
May 22 election campaign, control over its nat.qrnl medlcalcm~ aylt~l in IVR. 
Workm Union JoheJou, diroHer.ganersl. ~ owners for op- Broadbent said Trnd~u resources as Ssidr~to.h~lm "" 
(UFAWU)+thaprovinen's of the fedm'al flshei-i~ 1~ re~ulatiotm that had L~isd to smother Quebec huoverpa inshandQu~ Trudmm ~ that, in erJ lt ing mine shaftl, she am Skeena-whlch are ".rllent 'lmlf " molt department's 'Pacific will limit seine boat ac. mtre lpect ,  Br6ldbent's laid. The mine is expaeind to designated for assistance naUonaikm while il~erin~ is trying to with uha l in l . ,  may  ,tl~!~pe been 
+ha back in full operation by ~om the Department of powerful, fisherman's re~ou, and want him to tivity while supporting the province's economic But the lwlme minister concern 
' 81~el  ~ ml i~  reau'.tions that would ne+eds, ~ Qum" Mid ~ C~n ~ . . . .  
• . l~esLonal mconomle Ex- g~e'pro4~Imsay l~is -  But UFAWU Imldent llnpair the abm~ of  gu .  ButprovinoollmdUkedat 
" is expected to panslou." moo Supporting the in- • Development Corp. and the the ~ to have !federal. 
+ . numapmant caused a Jack Nlcol said the wain lnettom to compete, dependence pallclns of the Forolgn Inveslmmt Review medics] ears rummy +.with no i emIploy ~ 330 full-time Stewart .will benefit+ this, lharth~ of about 16,000 of the vessel ownems was "Solutiens to. the Parti Quehecois, A~eucy, both ersated by the 
wolHm, who will mine and and also from other Im~d tool in the aniount of roe ~ ,  . problems will have to be "You made Quehaeers feel ]Ldherlis, will bring more strlngl attodmd. ~ ~ 
4,000 tone of copper mnemuru, ineludinj the ~ herrinll hnded ~ the "The finger of blame - found, but shooting the He had detdd~',tl~n thet 
oree lch  day. Copper cou- tax deduHtbillty of ~ they had to choose betwmm Jobs to Canada and 
he would " I l l , i t  the seneo~ this +spriag. The should be pointed at meuengerisnota logical being a Quebecois. and a dependence on foreign ~trelaswil lhetrensported townsite development aueoiatiou ham also ~ Ottawa and the massive province" to handle, tha 80 
to nearby Stewart for costs," Campa~nolo said~ o~e." Canadian," Broadbent'said, owners. 
echoinga fsmilisr theme in Mkedhowheco~luy lke per cent of tha '~_+ let 
Tickets m a y  prove  answer  to probl ~mpaign .  economy wuope~U~ nt aside by the<, fod .a l  ' "My vlew is yqu've all capacity wiin caa mflUan govermment. '" ' '  
,+, ~13k' le l l~ along seen rmti.,oM,~m as a unemployed and I0 ap- "What you a~PeUreaHy 
,1~JL i inegaf lve foroe .  weresaying pliclmtl av~lltbleforevlry saying is that we ihouldn't 
• + * : ' you csn he both." Job, Trudenu utd  the trust the ptovineu,"  
Trudean replied: "It's not government has created 'i~edsau sald to Dt~dhant. ~thnatS~oo ld i s t r / c t  ou alter school to attsmd The Flower of Hope bns Board members voted to in1978,howeVer, theboard (Quebeo) nationalism that three milllou jeha. "Well, l'U'.kead~neeoux~' ++ 
wlll purchase books of special events, used to transport han- held summer sehaol classes wolchad on the deal and rve fought. Its that the The labor force has in- i t . . ,  I th/nk the.provinell 
t/~kela from the Kitlmat Studentowillbelnuedtwo dicapped students was ruled but specified that teachers there wns no summer seh~81, nation must be sovereign crensed three times ~t~"  should be given I~+d~m~.' I 
Transit Autltortty in Say- tlekela fQr ueh school day ~ by themotor veh/cle salaries must enst no more The matter was brought and independent." than the population hacau~ On msri~Mw,,~ .~he two 
tmmber wMeh will be valid and left to use their own..l~aneh April 1 'and the than the 13000 ailottod in the before the Arbitration Board Broadbant said his party there are more ramie aud Imders alined pomemton d ou anybns atany time. discretion u far aa t i~  presant~l-panaenler bus has budget. 
during nellotiatisne and a be l ieves  nat iona l i s t  yowql werken. But a 11.8 thedrullShouldbeH0ffanol • hilhapast, the dlstriH has andbuxsarecouemled, had to take up tha s'.ek. The dedllen reflects a ruling obtained in the quebecerscanabobeleyal btiUon in fede~l money or ~de.OV~from thal~'Imlnll 
i~ld a set foe for the servtce Tleketawfllxost~Mca~ This means students dbmgreement betw~ the m~mm' favor. Canadians. ~bcmt/onandtveiningvdii 
indsindemwererentrIHed saeh.oneeantmorailnntha neodlng transportation to KDTA a~d the benrd over ' + Trudeau " grinned as matn'anadequateanpplyof ' 
- • to s i~!  bnsm operating adult~+fare/~.timnmob~ q~oVeotsmmtwal tunt i l  mimmerseulonu'.r ins. Whether the t3,000 Broadhent challonged him skl l ledworkmwhamtl~la B~.dbent, mmthM,t~C.o~. 
fl'om~:90.8:~0a,m, and3:90- ride. ~ t f tw4:~p,m,  . Thensio~latlon#ndboerd Im+dgetedforsmnmerachool on the natlanalism issue and a laber shorla|e in a few Nrvouvu also f~vor um 
4:~0p,m. The'+bcard nkovHed in .ThenowbulwlUbept l r .  had an agreement con. wi i lprevJdelahr iasatthe ukedfor"eqwlltlme"when years, move, maid he, expeetld 
I Problems arose when purchi la a ioC~lld : |9- PAroled In time for the  ~ u ' . ry  ratns which .ajroed rate will depend on the NDP leader finished. Broadbent nsld the U.8, is Parliament eould ~hllnle 
ItUdemhadtebeatse.hool pessehaer bus  for th i  i~p4ntnl ol ich0ol lMst  thlboardhouoreddurinlthl u l Jwmbm" Of aisles8 o f .  Br~dbant ~ld he lad crel _fl~lJ Jobl tuter  thin klJsktlon "in I j~t t "  d 
for early prectiees or staysd clistriet. SQt~nb~, iMVnmmrJohoolloaJ im, fm~d+ Trudeauagro~dthatCsrmda C nada, and Gm'mu~ and d~ylorevenh~i~,  ~ 
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SALT veto said threat to,: peace 
WAS~-NGTON (Renter) "I fear it would cause 
--Stnto'~ . Secretary Cyrus grave concern among our 
V ~ '  ~ I ~ : " ' and Defence NATO allies and even cause 
Secretary Harold Brown some unravelling (in the ' 
said ~ y  there would be alliance)," Vance said, "It 
serio~;,;threats to world would have the severest 
.~e~.~.~.0~e Senate rejects strain oa the U.S.--soviet 
..file n l~  strategic arms relations." 
limitMlonl treaty (SALT If) Vance, who announced 
"with the Soviet Union. basic completion f SALT II 
VanCe, ~ho appeared with Wednesday fter more than 
]Bro'm1';on NBC television's seven years of negotiations, QUESNEL, B.C. (CP) --  
Meet.;T~ Press program, also said rejection would An inquest will be heldinto a
~id f a~_  to ratify the encourage nuclear fiery two-vehicle collision 
~'on~Would start another proliferation by taking the Saturday which killed nine 
nuclear;~'arms race and brakes off the activities of _people, including five teen- 
~i  '.i'~impair relatluns countries which have the agers, on Highway 97 about ;'.the United States capability of manufacturing 48 kilometres outh of this 
and it~:".aHlea, strategic weapons, central Interior community. 
. . . . . . .  Quesnel coroner James 
Brown said: "If SALT is between the United Statea are leading the Carte~ ad- 
rejected there would follow end the Soviet Union." ministration's drive for 
an accelerated competition The two cabinet officials ~SALT II in the face of strong all d epposiUon In the Seeate; 
I where the treaty must be nquest  c e ' maJodty,ratified bye  two-thirds 
Carter. and Soviet i cc id - -  .I. President Leonid Brezhnev n car  a will sign tbe .treaty at talks 
• . . be~lnni~ June 15 in Vienna. 
Girvm spid Sunouy ne Vance saidSALT II was 
decided to hold an inquest drawn ue carefullv and any 
after' meeting, with two' substantive changea ma~ 
RCMP officers who in- by the Senate would 
vesti~[ated the accident, jeopardize ih 
The accident occurred But Senate Republican 
early Saturday ~o~rning Leader Howard Baker of 
when a ear carrying six 
Four die 
in crash 
HOPE, B.C. (CP) -  Four 
members of a Hope family 
were killed Saturday when 
their compact station wagon 
crashed head-on with a 
recreation vehicle on the 
Trans-Canada ;Highway 
about 21 kilometres west of 
here, 
BCMP identified the 
victims as Terence Denis 
Sykes, 49, his wife Frances, 
35, and their two children, 11- 
year-old Sheryl and nine. 
year-old Danny. 
Two people in the 
recreation vehicle were 
slightly injured and were 
taken to hospital in 
Chilliwack, B.C. 
people collided with a truck 
carrying three people. Both 
vehicles burst into flame and 
several of the bodies were 
burned beyond recognition. 
before a quesnel fire truck" 
arrived to put out the blaze. 
The people in the car were 
identified, as Kenneth 
Alexander, 18, and ,Marion 
Gentry, 17, of Hope, B.C., 
Susan Reierson, 17, Leslie 
Enns, 16, Bruce MeMillan, 
18, and Danny Mccall, 20. 
Ter~essee said Sunday that 
ehahgen are.likely. 
• The U.S. constitution 
requires the Senate to give 
its "advice and consent" to 
treaties before they can 
become law. 
• Baker, interviewed on 
ABC television, said the 
•Seunts will likely suggest 
• changes to satisfy critics of 
the treaty. 
He also criticized Carter 
.for saying in an interview 
Friday that failure to ratify' 
RCMP identified those it. the accord would make the 
the truck as Frank MerelU, United States look Like a 
26, of Alexandria, B.C., "warmonger." .. 
Robert Bent, 20, of Kersley, 
B.C., and AI Zehaer, 24, of 
Mission, B.C. A police 
spokesman said it was be- 
tievnd that Morelli and Bent 
were returning from work at 
the Gibraltar mine south of 
here when the accident ec- 
curred. 
should not-accept the 
argument that is must'ratify 
the treaty "justnot to make 
the Russtausmad." 
Much of the'opponitien in 
the Senate isbased on.claims 
that the treaty will give 
military superiority "to the 
Soviet Union and permit 
them to cheat. 
Both Vance and Bx;own 
said the treaty contains 
nothing which prevents the 
United States from r .~"  
raining a strong d~ence. 
They also denied thtt the 
lens of monitoring p~sts in 
Iran Jeopardizes U,S. ability 
to verify Soviet compliance 
with the treaty. 
Brown said the United 
States is spending billions of 
dollars on a variety of 
verification and detection 
systems and the loss of 
monitoring pests in Iran will 
not impede its efforts. 
Vance said the United 
States.end the Soviet Union 
raised many questions about 
each other's performance 
under SALT I signed in 1972, 
"and there is no quesim that 
has not been satisfactorily 
resolved or the (disputed) 
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: The U.S. jet sales package 
also includes delivery of 75 
F-l~s, niore. 'sophisticated 
aircraft han the F.SEs, for. 
Saudi Arabia. The Times 
reported that Sodat hinted'i 
the Sandis may be shopping , 
for French' planes instead. 
Saudi Cr0~vn Prince Fahd 
denied tha. t charge.in Palls": 
Sund~y" 'after a two-hour 
meeting 'with French 
President Valery Giscard 
• d'Estaing, 
In other developments: 
--Palestine Liberation 
Organ izat ion  (PLO)  
guerril las and Lebanese 
media •representatives 
reported that Israeli gunners 
fired rockets at Lebanese 
villages near the Israeli 
border. The PLO spokesman 
said the shelling was 
directed at the hamlet of 
Majdel Silm, about seven 
kilometres from Israel. 
Lebanese reporters said 
shells also fell on Nabatiyeh, 
about 20 kilometres from the 
........ ;;:,!~ ;:~ ...: 
m ,  • 
Israeli army spokesman sale 
he'was unaware of the 
shelling, 
- -Syr ian '  government 
sources ~ said Lebanese " 
President:Elias Sorkis will 
me~t !:t~day :with Syi'lan 
President ~ Hafez Asaad to 
diSCusS 4he current urmoil 
in.I~b~i~on. '~ ' • 
--The Arab Aviation 
Council in 'Tunis, Tunisia, 
announced i t is clesing Arab 
airspace to Egyptair, 
Egypt's national irline, The 
move is the latest Arab 
action in a series of sanctions 
• aimed at punishing Sadat 
and Egypt for making peace 
with Israel, 
--Top Egyptian and Israeli 
officials met in El Arish in' 
the Sinai to work out details 
of' the May 27 suramit, bet- 
wean Israeli Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin, U.S. State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance end 
Sadat. 
--Top military chiefs of 
the two countries met in 
Cairo to discuss the military 
border. There were no aspects of Israeli withdrawal 
practice stopped on either reports of casualties. An from the Sinai. Baker said the Senate side." i 
I I  I I  I@ 
ou,,n cont rad ic t ions  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  WHITE LAKE, N.Y..(AP) 
- -  Although itwas tousle that 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ drew hundreds of thousands 
of yom~ people to this 
. ' '.."..i~/ CatskiLls hamlet on a steamy 
Angust weekend in1969, they 
also came to the Woodstock 
"~" festival to celebrate-the 
' , r , ° l " .  "" 
[ ' ,  ,11 ,, ' ~ ~ ' ~ h . . spirit of social revolution. 
[ ,. ......,: But no revolution came. 
[ The Woodstock generation 
grew up and became the 
.; establishment it so opposed, 
• ~: ",~1 ~  ~ " ): ~: '.;its'dream of creating an 
; : : , :  alternative society now 
gone. 
i .'!~ ~:~;~'; : '"" Like generations before, ) , .  members of the Woodstock generation have taken up 
traditional lives. Thanks to 
women's liberation, more 
work than in previous ages. 
, And, says the U.S. National 
Association of Home 
Builders, they bought a 
"startling 500,000 houses last 
year. 
. . . . . .  ..... It was always a generation 
~"' '~' ~":':"~ :':~ of Conti'adicti0ns-- of flower 
,, o.!:,,;W childbed "~hO;opp~eed the' 
........ ' ......... Vietnamwar ancV hardhats 
who waged it -- and dif- 
ferenoes remain among its 
members, now in their late 
20s and 10s. 
Most of the Woodstock 
generation settled in - -  
working, buying, rearing 
• families like almost 
• everyone else. But remnants 
of their ideals endure. 
They have translated the 
old slogans of peace nd love 
into a greater desire to serve 
humanity and so. fulfil 
:, themselves -- increasingly 
at the expense ,of marriage 
and children, 
Moreover,• business 
executives note a new 
skepticism among em- 
ployees and reduced wiill~- 
ness to sacrifice every~ 
for the Job, " 
Along with a continued 
wish to do your own thing, 
the Woodstock generation" 
has loft as i~ legacy a more 
relaxed view of su  and of 
druas. But when lots of 
people took to wearing bell- 
bottom Jeans and smoking 
• marijuana, these symbols of 
a 8eneraUun's protest lost 
their impact as political 
statements, 
"The trappings have given 
I to a search for real way 
fundamental" meanings of 
existence," says Peter 
I Coyote, who went straight 
"when the revolution failed 
to materialize." A member 
' of. the Diggers, a group 
which sprang up to look after 
the hippies in San ~an.  
. clseo's Haight-Ashbury 
district, he now is chairman 
• of the California ~ Arts 
Council. 
It was opponltion to the 
i Vietnam war that plvanllugl 
his generation'. 
(}lea Elder, ~ a Corneli 
i Univers i ty socioloSy 
professor, says despite the 
talk of a generatim gap, the 
1960s youth and their parents 
were not really so far spurt, 
When the Wondstonk 
~ neratien massed on the te Max Yangur's vast. and 
muddy dairy pasture to hear 
such flawed idols as Janis 
Joplin and Jimi Henddx in 
1969, the new age was 
already waning. When a 
youth was kiliedat he Alia- 
moat music festival in 
California later that yvar,'it 
was a last gasp, 
By the end of 1970 a near 
• decade of plenty was ending 
as the Western world slipped 
toward recession. The 
Woodstock generat ion  
stumbled into adulthood, its 
dream colliding with new 
economic realities, 
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Howard happy with results 
A .,happy victorious New .populor Vote.~ Of eoune .the 
uemccratle Partymem~r., final count won't be made for 
of the legislative aisembly, at least i2 days, but i  feel 
Frank Howard says hie confident that our major i ty .  
party did well beth in Skeena ~ will hold when the absentee. 
and provincially, andnow ~ ballots are counted.!': 
wants to get down to work. Howard won Thursday's 
In examining the results of election by aSout 380"votes, 
the. May 1O provincial but that was before one poll 
election it is obvious,, even and the absentee 'votes bad 
though We di~l..n0t~form the been.counted.. I n  addition, 
goyernment, 'that ,~e',bacl .a SoclalCredit ~andidate Cyril 
greatvlctory,'~.Howard~Id Shelfordhas'statnd he feels 
"Inwhatwasa't~vo~vnyllg~t. there.,:, were . some 
between distinctly dlffe'~ht' irregfilaflties add ,has in- 
philosophies, the NDP dtonted ~ would be asldng 
reached a level of populor for a recount. In spite of 
support throughout B.C. these questlous, however, 
almost equal to that of the Howard was confident his 
Social Credit Party." . win would stand. 
::A few years ago the "The results here In 
basic NDP vote in B.C. was Skeeua would not have been 
about 35 per cent. In the possible without he help of 
early to mid 1970's that vote hundreds of campaign 
moved up to a base of 40 per workers who committed 
cent. In this election we themselves to support the 
received nearly 47 per cent economic and social con- 
of the populor Vote and that science of the NDP. To them 
can be classified in no other I issue my most sincere 
way but. suceesful," said thanks," Howard said. 
Howard. "As always the most 
"In Skeena the situation is monumental sk is ahead of 
slightly ahead of the us. To preserve democracy 
Provincial Average. We we must centime to work 
obtained a fraction more tegether and to that purpose FRANK HOWARD SMILES 
than 50 per cent of the I commit myself." 
• Cyril Shelford, defeated gave Frank Howard, the Shelford says that no one 
Sk~ena provincial Social New Democratic Party else can sign for the votoi'. 
~d!.[ candidate, says that candidate 7,346 and Sholrord 
se~e~al'.questions are being 6,965, which is a difference of Howard received 109 votes 
'raised about the May 10 381 votes, " and Shelford received 18 
v0t~g proceedure in this . votes in bloricetown. 
riding. , . Shelford says he has Shelford says that neither 
~Shelford said Sunday he m learned that the returning Howard nor he should get the 
waiting for the final count o officer in Mortcetown signed votes. 
for the voters there instead Some of the other polls are 
be taken on May 23 before he .of the individual voters in dispute and Sheiford said 
decides ff a recount of the slgningforthemselvce.Each his campaign committee 
ballots hould be taken, voter normally signs for lawyer will be looking into 
Votes counted on Thursday himself at the poll and them. 
Shelford disputes voting 
Shelford is presently 
waiting for the absentee vote 
count.. 
Another NDP win is also 
being questioned. In Atlin, a 
seat previously hold by 
Social Credit candidate 
Frank Calder, the difference 
in the vote' count is nine 
votes. Calder lest to Alan 
Passarell, the NDP ~n- 
didato, but Shelford,says a 
recount will have to be made 
to be sure. 
He sti l l  s ings a touching.. tune 
by Grog Middleton his back-up grbupi~i 'Yar2 'Along with him on the tour, 
broughiaonstageriglitfrdili:iYarbi~ough brings two up Yarbrough's current 
show is ! one in which the After a leisurely life 
Cruislng aboard his sailboat, 
Glen Yarbrough has gone 
buck to work. 
On stage at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Saturday night he 
admitted that he hadn't been 
working much lately but had 
finally decided, after two 
month ! .  ,sailing ... in the 
M~.tj era ~ean,, .that .he 
s,9.,nld I~UtF togeth.er" a show 
aitd go oii't ~lr. Aiid the sho~/' 
he has constructed is a 
delight indeed. 
The heavy-set, former 
member of the folk group, 
'/~le Limelighters, has a 
unique voice which is un. 
mtstakeable. He won round 
afterround from a respectful 
and appreclatwe audience 
here, 
With the eight members of
As a weak weather system 
moves onto the coast there 
will be cloudy skim with 
showers in the afternoon. 
The expected high today is 
12 degrees and the overnight 
low/is 15 degrees. 
The song which summed 
the beginning. There is n0 female vocalists and a 
prolonged warm up by former member of the New singer eaks if anyone hen any 
previously unknowns or the Christie Minstrels who fill in use for an old folkSinger, one 
chance some small local for him part way through the who didn't play any rock and 
group would set the wrong show so ho ean rest his voicc, roll but could still move an 
tone for the concert, which incidentally is almost audience with a sad song or 
Yarbrough did enough of a strong as when he was have them singing aluag 
the old favorites to trigger hardly more than a college with a happy one. The an- 
some memories in the boy. swer from the people who 
somewhat older.- than .In a performance that not turned out Saturday night 
average concert crowd. : only charmed the audience, was that. there is still an 
While many ~of. ~:~tbe-but also touched deeper audience for good music, 
members of the audieace emotions'rather than just lyriceyoueanlistentoanda 
were old enough to have rocking the inner core of masterly performance by 
happily revelled in the new your being with sheer skilled artists devoted to 
quaint folk hits and well. volume, entertaining. 
established favorites the 
Liruelighters featured on 
their, many albums and 
toured with throughout their 
long popularity, Yarbrongh 
stuck mostly to newer 
material. 
Yarbrough admitted he 
wanted a hit song, one to 
make the tour he and his 
Denver, Colorado, sidemen 
are setting out on a success. 
He said he found a sure thing 
but Kenny Rodgere got to i t ,  
first. Yarbrongh said it was 
too good a song to exclude. 
and graciously suggested the 
audience should buy 
Redgers album if they liked 
it. He diduse a song or two 
from the album he just 
recorded in Denver, though, 
hoping one would make the GLEN YARBROUGH charts. 
I P:OLICE NEWS 
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Terrace RCMP are looking end trcate~,for minor~in: t I 
for a 1971 blue Datsun JurinsonM~ '~afte~he.~L~ '~ ! pickup, license number 3409 involved in'Ilion accld~t ~v~" .. 
HV, which the 00 blockWaS47rePortod htsmotorcyeleantbe.Maleia'." 
stolen from Hill about 12:16 a,m. 
Straume Avenue during the Kltimat RCMP ha~m~ i I 
weekend, a trail bike. The own~sean. 
Gordon Bruce was taken to claim it after indentiflea~10n 
Kitlmat.General Hospital has been made. .C, nj: 
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Iona Campagnolo has been a dedicated and 
effective M.P. since her election in 1974.... 
She has worked to resolve long outstanding 
Indian Land Claims & has made much progress... 
~ "~i January 1976, NISHGA claim accepted for negotiation byFederal & Provincial 
; governflmnts. The province has since reneged on its agreement, but the other 
two parties are ready to negotiate atany time. 
! 
November 19"/7, Gitksan-Carrier claim accepted for negotiation by the federal 
government. 
September 1978, Haisla claim accepted for .negotiation bythe federal govern. 
ment. 
March 1979, Tahltan claim accepted for negotiation by the federal 
government. 
March 1979, Tahltan claim accepted for negotiation by the federal government. 
Federal funding for research of the Haida claim has been provided for the past 
5 years. 
Keep a strong voice 
working for SkeenaX 
Re-elect Iona Campagnolo 
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COMMENT 
By CAROL GeAR 
)TTAWA (CP) - -  The 
Canadian economy has acted 
more as a dismal backdrop 
to the action then a focus for 
herd.hittln~ debate in the 
campaign for the federal 
election in 11 days. 
Unlike 1974, when the issue 
of wage and price controb 
dominated the campaign, 
there is no easy handle to the 
hundreds of opeeches and 
dozens of promlecs which 
have characterized this 
campaign's economic de- 
bate. 
One reason is that the 
economy is fuzzy. 
While the average tax. 
payer's grocery bill ia going 
up at an annual rate of 17,4 
par cent, the unemployment 
rate (7,9 per cent) is at its 
lowest level in almost two 
years. 
The cost of living is in- 
creasing at a less alarming 
pace in Canada than the 
United States -- 9.2 per cent 
compared with the U,S, rate 
of 13 per cent. But the 
Canadian dollar is worth 
only 86 cents compared with 
Its U.S. counterpart. 
Choosing the favorable 
economic indicators, Prime 
Minister Trudeau promises 
basically more of the same 
-- a oontil~uation of 11 years 
of Liberal management of
the economy, which he says 
has led to a record rate of Job 
creation, a healthy trade 
surplus and an industrial 
sector which has been 
steadily gaining strength for 
the last five yearn. 
The Liberal have made a 
few, relatively law-cost 
promises to improve 
Canada's economic per- 
formance, Their major in- 
oovation would be to offer a 
• tax deduction to employees 
wishing to buy shares in the 
companies for which they 
work, 
Selecting the mo~t 
disturbing statistics, the 
Conservatives remind voters 
there are 976,000 Canadians 
out of work and the economy 
grew by only 3,4 percent last 
year. 
I 
unemployment is a major 
problem and says the federal 
government's tatistics 
understate the suffering of 
the Jobless. He catimatoo 
more then a million people 
" are out of work. 
He has Incorporated hla 
joh theme into a tripk-l~ue 
economic platform featurinl 
unemployment, the coat of 
living and the neadfor an 
industrial strat~y, 
His prom,son, with an estl. 
mated it.billion price tag, 
include increased federal in- 
vestment in job creation in. 
ilia,ices, a restructuring of
the industrial sector and 
three now inflation.fighting 
measures. 
The anti.inflation program 
includes a cost-of-livlng tax 
credit to help low.and 
middle-income Canad~us 
cope with rtsing prices, a fair 
prious commission with 
power to investigate s lected 
prigs increases and roll them 
hack if it finds evidence of 
price-gouging and home- 
owners' subsidies to reduce 
mortgage interes~ charges 
for low and middle income 
groups. 
The industrial restruc- 
turing is hased on the NDP'a 
traditional objective of 
wresting control of key 
economic sectors, such as 
resource and energy 
development and export- 
oriented manufacturing, 
from foreign control,' A 
second aim would be to shift 
the emphasis indevelopment 
from raw materials to 
finished products. 
Broadbent has not spelled 
out in detail how he would 
~ t his now regime in place, t one of the main took 
would be government in- 
oentlvca to attract Canadian 
investment in domestic in- 
dusiry, 
The Liberals say their 
platform necessitates no. 
increase inthe government's 
spending deficit, In fact, 
months before the election, 
the party committed itself to 
reducing the gap between 
revenues and. spending to 
$10,75 hillion this year, Last 
Party lender Joe Clark year's deficit was 111.4 
uses this as evidence the billion. 
economy needs a shot in the The. Conservative .. . .  
arm, which he would provide p.r.om.lco t~xpa~em  ~ wm 
through a number of tax ellmiate ~ne onnm. oy me 
breaks designed to increase mid-1980s, but say their 
the apond~g power of program o f ,  economic 
consumers and business, sumumtlon r~l..l~'on a ~m- 
These measures, with an porary  . sz!mu|a.t|ve 
estimated net cost of about .deficit. E.s .tlmatu. ~ now 
~.4 billion, Include a ~- song. ~ uuqp~ in nu.ngm 
billion reduction in personal woum ms, i res  various 
income texas, a scheme partyspokesmenrnnge,.h'om 
allowing homeowners to a zow months to two or mrse 
deduct mortgage interest years.. _ _ 
payments and property "1~ne p~ow uem~rato say 
taxes from their taxable me~ pro.gram wo~._q ..~.imnl a 
Income (which would cost |!rsty.ear.]mnpo~3. m.mo. n 
about ~M00 million In its first .me nell.tit, wnlcn .they 
year), tax credits for small oe.neve m an accop.m.um 
businesses and for firms price to pay mr.mors ].oea; 
willing to invest in research t.ncreased Canacua.n C~ te l  
and a plan to abelish capital .eLms. economy anu ron uc .on 
pins texs for shareholders Isis,Ion, Tn.e.y say ~aslr 
who buy into C';nadian l~.O.gr.am woum pay rur ~umu 
comngnias Wl~lfl terns years. 
,~.-  ~' . .  n . . . . .  ,. A few major econmnie 
- ' '~-  . . . . . . . . . .  ' . "  Issues which dominated plannea a year ago, wflen D. . .  . . . .  , . . ,  .4.h.,. ,~.. 
election rumors were " - . : ' ' : "~ ' : '~  ~.P'."-.~.~ . . . . . . .  alter GaY I~Ore ulo elootloo 
rampant, to man lees leo was called have received 
focal,sins of their cam- only passing mention in tim 
ign The even designed • campaign, Chief ameng ~ttom wig their campaign ,I. . . . .  ,~, ,,,,11., , , ,  
s|ngan ~ous nrs, poeslbtllty of government. 
But since then, the imposed controls on the 
unemployment rate has amount of monay that can be 
dropped by more than half a taken outside the country, 
percentage point and the fears that a new spiral of 
cost of living has accelerated high wage demands will 
by a similar proportion, with cripple the economy and 
food prices soaring, complaints hat profit lavek 
New Democratic leader among major corlPoratlmm 
Ed Broad~nt still believes are too hl~h. 
Letters 
welcome 
The Herald welcomes Its reader9 com- 
ments. All letters to the editor of general  
public Interest will be printed. We do, 
however, retain the r ight to refuse to pr int  
letters on grounds of possible libel or bad 
taste. We may also edit letters for style and 
length. All  letters to be considered for  
,publication must be _ ! l~ned.  
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You just can't win 
I ( I I  J l i l l "  I ~' " ' 
. . .  ..... ' ' .  ' / . . . . .  , 
i"::/: i ! JOE CLARK 
• ,,.It's. uphil l  battle 
By ROD CURRI4E " 
OTTAWA (CPI.--The ap-.. • 
lxenticeahip is over. "Joe. 
.Who?" is dar, d, 
' "I'm ~.r~dy to be prime ." : 
mintstm'.~, eaid a confident , . " ,  
Joe Claim"in February as he . / " ' : . .  
entered his fourth year 
leading the Progressive ' 
Conasrvalive party, ready 
ifor his campalp to topple 
• Pierre Trudeau in the 
• general election. 
Not long ago he ! ~  vir- 
tually unnoticed. But Clark~ 
39, now often stands out in 
airport and hotel lobby 
.crowds, recolnzed and  
pursued for an auto~aph or 
souvenir snapshot, ' 
Soma recent recngnllion 
was unhelpful, notably the 
at,ant/on given to pffea and 
organizational blunders on 
Clark's January. Journey 
acres Asia. But that trip to 
Japan, India aM the Middle 
East received wide public 
, .  , 
attention, 
It's bun an u~li l  grind for 
the lad from Alberta's 
rolling foothills country who 
first talked about being 
prime minister hack when he 
began dabblinl at the h'lni~. 
of pellh~ In his native blgn 
River at a~ 17. 
He made an ummeoeasful Friends of those days say public of the qualities of 
slab at kw ooheoi, worked kts room was a mess, club leadership he is positive he 
br ie f ly  In Journalism, tared and untidy, ~.n sharp possesses. 
travelled in Europe, then contrast with his new-penny He'sprohablyathisbestin 
tucnndtopoHtlminonrnest; neat appearance and his hotHousedehate, andcanbe 
becoming an MP in 1972 and flair for political organizing charming, relaxed and Witty 
the surprise winner of the and planning, in small, private gatherings, 
Conservative leadership Later he came to Ottawa to On the hustings, however, he 
eonvontl0o in 197g spinet 11 work in the office of then- sometimes seems awkward, 
other coniea~nts, . • opposition leader Robert wooden and tentative, and 
Television in ll~ Com- Stanf le ld ,  C la rk ' s  aides used to fuss that he was 
mous, introduced, le t  Oc- predecessor aa party chief, a reluctant campaigner. 
tober, helped Clark with hla He doesn't smoke, drinks He's struggling hard to do 
publicqma~ problem, and sparingly, But he loves Junk better and on a recent pre- 
hi made the meat of it, food, plops ketchup on most campaign swing through 
Debate and sharp anything, never passes up a Atlantic Canada, • often 
quootlmllM are Ms strong dessert and has a passion for dressed casually in sweater 
points, And with "IV in the Coca.Cola. Wife Maureen andslacks, he pumped hands 
Home still a novelty, many McTeer pesters him to eat with enthusiasm, chatted 
wore drewn to the ~reans to more fruit, take more and joked; giving every 
we,oh Clark at his bat,  ~eroizs, but he remains indication of enjoying it, 
sparring with Prhne Min- reluctant, Party workers and' 
later Phu're ' r ru~u over Instead he prefers to reporters tend to slip easily 
the ~'owin~ IssUe d i11. slump reading--heavy stuff, into a firsiname relationship 
flatlon and unemployment, and detective yarns for and Clark doesn't mind. He 
Even the Joe Who put - relaxation--or watching 'IV. puts great emphasis on his 
down of J Toronto He tends to break the high- small.town, grassroots 
newspaper hendllM the day way speed limit and is an connections, aying: 
following the leadership avid movie.goer, when time "I consider it a matter of 
victory was t~ned to. ad- permits, . 'some significance that 
wn~.  From ~t  kvel, In n sage, he seems to people will come up to me 
aides fllure, hebed nowim'e draw inner strength from his and call me Joe." 
to go hutAndin t~the  esavlelion that people us- Humphreys, in his book 
Jea-Wbe dsrmtimate him. Joe C~rk, elevates to virtue 
Jokes ~ to whet ImbUe He never le t  hope of Clark s qualities of or- 
latermt inJltwhoJnewm~ wiuning the party leader- dinariness -- "They are, on 
Hlafluni[y ran.tl~ we~tly ship, he toldbiographer balance, an asset because 
newsp~lMr inHigh River and David Humphreys, even they are shared by most 
he could have poe into that thoughmoateawitasa futile people" 
business, kit  he got the baUle from the start, But "Clark's' career as 
political ~ early, i knew they were under- leader was studded with 
A |erioua university estimating me," he Mid, the early disasters -- Tory 
student and avid bookworm, "they" being the peliticlans, losses in five Quebec 
he lift little Or no llnm for tl~: party foot-soldiers and byelectiona, fter Clark had 
opm'~ m' the enik~ whirl of I I~ news  media, gambled a lot of time cam- 
partlasanddneea, devnthql Being underestimated ,signing there, an almost 
spare time instand ~ may bean advantage in comicaflymismanaged tour 
heekrcomworkfortbepany dealing with political foes, of British Columbia, the loss 
and pemphi~t~rlq for the but not with the voters, and of several lieutenants ap- 
Dk~eabnkar |evermmmt of Clark-has driven himself parently diaenchated with 
197gA~. . relonUessly to convince the Clark's style. 
But he picked up 10 of 15 
vacant Commons eats in 
hyelectious last October, " 
He inherited a party split 
over issues, some dating 
back to the John Diefen. 
haker era latched'In 1956, 
BUt Clark c lat~ ~'~ have 
fostered more unity in the 
party than members have 
felt in 15 years. . 
During pre.eampaign 
tours, the outline of his 
campaign Strategy became 
clear. 
Under Trudeau, .he 
charged, the central 
government had grown fat 
and uncaring, Remote and 
out of touch, it had so 
muddied federal-provincial 
relations that compromise 
was almost impossible, 
Clark would bring about 
more •.consultations with 
provincial leaders. 
There was need for con- 
stitutional reform, but 
Trudeau was pushing the 
issue into the limeli~t to 
distract public attention 
from the real issues-- the 
dire state of the economy 
created by Liberal govern. 
meat mismanagement, 
Trudeau had tried to cast he 
Queen in the role of an 
assistant governorgeneral. 
Government bureaucracy 
had retarded industrial 
growth and free enterprise, 
while also frightening off 
foreign investment, he 
charged. 
Repeatedly Clark ad. 
vocated reducing income 
taxeS, freezing public ser. 
vice hirings and eliminating 
some Crown corporations. 
including such expensive 
"Trudeau toys" as Petro 
Canada, the Crown cor- 
poration that spent $I00 
million, he said, and had yet 
to discover a single barrel of 
oil. 
A man who can cat.nap on 
airplanes and in car back 
seats, Clark has travelled 
well over 150,000 miles in 
Canada since becoming 
leader, aside from trips to 
the United States, Europe 
and Asia, 
It's all part of shaking the 
Joe Who? image, and in the 
campaign he'll have a lively 
assist from wife Maureen 
McTeer, the polit!cally- 
astute law graduate he 
married June 30, 1973, 
Daughter Catherine was 
bern Nov., 1978. 
Ms. McTear has lined up 
time off to campaign from 
~ Ottawa law firm where 
she works. 
Now begins the new phase 
of the long plan, launched 
when Clark loft Stanfleld's 
hackroom crew and struck 
out on his own, 
"I decided my usefulness 
to him was expiring and his 
to me," he said later. "I 
wanted to be elected, I think 
my talents are greater in the 
front room." 
,OTTAWA ' 
• EAT  OFFB '  ' 
BY RICHARI)JACKSON 
Ottawa,.Plerre Trudcau is ~ .l,t's a great frame fo r The 
"a great showman," one .o! i ..Mav ~i, ~,?'i' . .  ~ , .  
the Liberal party" . ~ v~ ~leAmatie •. 
beckrnom boys is telling the ~"";'~'~'~n~'ri'v~iiM. " 
world, but what he isn t Ru~ it'- ..i., stuff .., 
saying is that the Prime ~ '~ '~ '~ , ' _  ~ ._  
Minister's leadoff "act" in-'L.=Ol~..slnce~,ieorge ~, ~cott 
his regular platform ap. did it in uniform in that 
pearances is not original, splendid .war ~ovie "Pat. 
It's 'not really Pierre ton." . . 
Trudeau playing the part of T.rudeau even looks the 
Prime Minister fighting for part, :~ 
the life of his government, Put'a uniform on him..he'e 
Rather it is a clear copy of already got the replica of the 
Hollywood act .George C: gun belt, into which he hooks 
Scott playing toe role ox .his thumbe..and you've got 
General George Patton . the fighting hero, battling to 
leading the American troops save Canada from the 
in the .bitter Battle of the separatists, ' 
Bulge, But to those who have been 
This particular Liberal listening and watching 
hackrnomer serves as the clesely, ltbas one basle flaw, 
party intelligence agent Trudeau does not play, the 
assigned to feeling the puke part in front of"i.Quebec 
of the national media as it audiences, 
flies into Ottawa on There's no fire.in.the-eye 
weekends with the party deflauco f the separatists, 
leaders after five or six days 
in the field, Instead, in Quoboo, the 
Prime Minister, carefully 
He listens to what the avoiding any hersk,.words 
media is eaylng..not in the about the , : :  separatlatl 
paper nor on the air, .but themselves,...~von ,::the 
among themselves-about Freach.Canad~,~Votm's a 
how,he leaders are doing, very ni~ end effective ioft 
sell on the I~nellts-.of Con. Presumably then, after 
making his soundings he federation, c,~. 
summarizes in. an in. In Quebec' it ' i~.d'~ a 
tells.non report to Liberal fighting piteh.,with'~b'_ll; 'the
campaign commander in. dramatic staginR-flJr, the 
Senator Kelth Davey for preservation oP~Q~,bec 
whatever bearing it might against the '~"~V'l~ked 
machinations .~  the have on s t ra teWinthe  ""~" - ,%,q ; , .  
remaining days of the scheming separati~t~,"; 
campaign, Nothing hero c, ,~,.~ 
But listening is n0t';the No suggestion ofG~ C, 
Liberal backroomer's 0nly Scott and General "Pk~ton, 
function, ' It's a sensible bread;and- 
H,, t , ,n, . . ' ,^~^- . . . . .  butter pitch to the stohiach 
. . . . . .  , .h, ,,to,,,. ,-~-- and the fealings of well.being 
and security of,Queb~ in 
helpful-to~ the__ _'Libereb/'~es'~'"C6nfe~lex'ati~ I . . . . . . . . .  
.a~Y,,,,e go°d I ' p~-opugandl!t . This Is not to say there is 
'~ ."',,", ~" ." 'i'~' ;'. ....... anything leas thanhonest or
:.i! ~d'k~besn Very proud o f '  honorable tn that approach, 
• the "(0ugh gUy" image of the It's Just to say that it's 
Prime Minister, making different from the Fighting 
snide comparisons to what Trudeau, the Crusading 
he calls "the kid, Joe." Prime Minister you see and 
He talks a lot about the hear in English Canada. 
"great tableau" Trudcau Joe Clark, the. Con- 
presents, when he stands up servative leader who is 
there in the spotlight on the learning fast not ~to mince 
stage, a sole microphone words-and realizing that 
before him, and ~. huge nicaguyst~[pp't~v/g.q~,win.- 
Maple., ~e,af ./I.~ag~ often. i~c~_ l~c .a~@~'~J~i t :  
' ::b~hifid'hi~, '  ;~ " ' :~  ~'~ ' ~epara~sm !-'> - ', '" • 
Incumbents 
have the edge 
By JULIET O'NEILL right to political roprason. 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The tation, election-time or not. 
member of Parliament 
running to win baok a seat in The benefit system is 
the House of Commons gets a based on trust hat MPs will 
legal head start against not abuse their special 
rivals in the genersl elentton, rights. But Fraser and 
With a monthly wage, free others agree there is often 
airline passes and other only a fine line between 
parliamentary benefits till partisan electioneering and 
keeping constituents im. 
formed, rolling in, the 200 or so MPs defending their seats hold sn 
edge over competitors ivals 
throughout he campaign. 
In the two months between 
the dissolution ofParliament 
and election day, MPs retain 
access -- though curtailed --
to their usual perquisites: 
Free airline and rail passes, 
stationery, printing, mailing 
and Iongdistasoe telephone 
services, 
They can keep their 
government.paid offices on 
Parliament Hill and in their 
constituencies. And their 
Commons secretaries and 
other aides tay on, although 
under official orders to 
confine any election ac- 
tivities to their spare time. 
MPs, who receive a 
standard $28,600 salary plus 
a $12,700-taxfrea allowance 
annually-- S6,-983 in the two 
months -- get paid at least 
until the day they re defeated 
at the polk, A member 
remains an MP until that 
day. 
Losing MPs, by the way, 
get government money to 
move their, families and 
furniture back home if they 
haven't claimed reim- 
bursement for a move during 
their last uninterrupted term 
of office, 
Commons Clerk Alia,air 
Fraser says the perquisites 
are watered own during the 
campaign as a compromise 
between the MP as political 
candidate and the MP as 
public official. 
The system is meant to en- 
sure the MP can fulfil an 
obligation to look after 
const i tuents  wh i le  
minimizing the advantage 
such privileges give them 
over rivals. 
"We shouldn't be spending 
puhlic money to confer and 
advantage," Fraser said in 
an interview. , 
At the same time, MPs 
need facilities to respond to 
constituents who have the 
Chief Electoral Officer 
JeanMarc Hamel warns that 
if an MP's secretaries or 
staff "engage in campaign 
activities, except on their 
own time, it counts against 
election expenses," • 
There are legal limits, to 
whet each MP can spend 
campaigning, depending on 
the number of voters in the 
,riding. Volunteer labor is 
included in the tally. 
Some MPs say they use 
their free mail system to 
maximum political ad 
vantage, but Commons 
Postmaster Horace Dunbar 
says outright ahnse '~would 
not be a very good political 
move." 
MPs are entitled to these 
~ rivilegas and services uring the election battle: 
--Free travel back to the 
constituency plus three 
return trips hetween the 
riding and Ottawa from the 
dissolution of Parliament to 
election day. 
-Free railway passes to 
any community. 
--Free mailing rights for 
the first 10 days after the 
election is called to  
unlimited numbers of 
people, 
--Free printing for the 
first 10 days, the 35 
parliamentary print.shop 
employees on overtime to 
keep presses running 24 
hours a day MPs may use 
one or more of their annual 
entitlements to four mailings 
to each, constituency 
household, "newsletter .or 
pamphlet, but each in. 
dividua! mailing is restrict~ 
to one sheet printed beth 
sides in the 10-day election 
period. 
--Free long.distance t le- 
phone service between 
Parliamcht Hill and con- 
stituency offtces, but other 
long-distance alls from the 
home office paid by the MP. 
I 
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iran's exiled shah nder t r'eat death / i:.:: '~  ' " " ~.'w~,~... 
nares him will be carrying Sadeq Khalkhail told a news a sherptoothed tiger is to Farah, his brother ~i'ince.. TEHRAN iCP) "~. TJ~e 
-~  of Tshran's Islamic 
.Xevolutlonary courta said 
, SUlky t i t  Iranians. con- 
.~  t l  exiled shah to he 
:'under sentence'of death and 
llult anyone., who 'as~esl. 
~ TgUMEB, Namibla (AP) 
--'Groldll.vlolenee and a 
!looming showdown in a 
! In ,  sully lowkey guerrilla 
vii':' lleaton: the ~amltion 
'~ i  d lp~ted I~ 'H~ 
frem wldte: South African 
eonirol to Independence as a 
: m blach-govb'ned country. 
. The killing ~ five persona 
out the verdict of the people.. 
Defending the more than 
200 executions known to have 
taken place in Iran since the 
February revolution which 
toppled the shah. Ayatollah 
conference that Western-oppress'the s ep.'" Gholam Reza and former 
ideas of justice have no place - Khalkheli said that among prime minister Shapur 
in Islamic courts, exiled Iranians already Bakhtiar. -. 
Replying to Western considered under sentence of
critics of the wave of poiltcal death by thepeople are the 
exeeutions, hesaid: "Topity Shah, his wife, Empress 
Violence erupting again 
- -  four whites and a black -- 
allegedly by black 
nationalist guarrillas and a 
tough response by 
authori~ies, has dimmed al- 
ready faint hopes for a 
peaceful transition. 
The worsening conflict has 
implications far beyond 
:Call for mercy, 
human rights 
Namibia "(also known South- 
West Africa), which covers 
an area about four times the 
size of the B~'ltish Isles. 
Canada nd other Western 
powers upport a United Na- 
finns' plan to lead Namibia 
through a peaceful and or- 
derly, process to in- 
dependence. 
Western diplomats ee a 
successful UN 'plan as a 
showpiece, to demonstrate 
that other African disputec 
can als0 be settled amicably. 
The West would also like to 
convince hlack Africa that it 
can be counted on as a 
proven broker for peace in a 
continent of conflict. 
On the other side, there are 
• the Soviet Union and its 
allies, East Germany and' 
Cuba, giving weapons and 
training to the guerrillas of 
the South-West Africa 
People's Organization 
(SWAPO). 
In between, there is South 
Africa, fighting the 
guerrillas and still not ac- 
repting the UN peace plan' 
because it claiml~ that the 
United Nations favors the 
insurgents. 
The country, originally 
named after its geographic 
location, was a German 
protectorate from 1884 to 
1915. South Africa invaded 
the territory during the First 
World War and' the old 
League of Nations granted 
South Africa an ad- 
ministrative mandate over it 
in 1920. 
The United Nations 
revoked the mandate in 1966 
but the white minority 
government in South Africa 
ignored it. The resulting 
controversy led to a hitand- 
run guerrilla war between 
SWAPO and South African 
troops. 
The conflict sputtered 
along for 13 years, with the 
guerrillas usuMly striking at 
rural blacks in the north. But 
guerrilla targets now also 
in.clude white farmers 
further south. 
A drastic security ciamp- 
down by Namibian officials 
following the latest killings 
indicate that the violence 
might be settling into a 
classic guerrilla conflict. 
Unable to compete 
militarily with a con- 
ventional army, guerrillas 
strike at so-called soft 
targets, apparently to 
provoke a harsh reaction 
.from military and civil 
authorities., 
Almost inevitably, the 
civilian population suffers 
along with the guerrillas 
when, for example, 'the 
authorities suspend civil 
rights to combat errorism. 
Large areas of central and 
northern Namthia were de- 
clared "security districts" 
following the .latest killings, 
giving the military extensive 
powers to search people or 
premises without warrants. 
The new powers also allow 
security forces to hold and 
questiou suspects for up to 30 
days without recourse to a 
lawyer, unless a judge gives 
special permission• 
Meanwhile, South Africa is 
giving the territory's local 
assembly  inc reas ing  
legislative power, an in- 
dication that the government 
might otally shun the United 
Nations . and use the 
assembly as its own vehicle 
to independence. 
8AN SALVADOR (CP) -  denne. Others are holding 
~7/lchbbdlop Oscar Armdfo four Im~Om in the Ve- 
Remero called Sunday for nazuelanembaasy, including 
the rekm~ of three leaders Ambassador Santiago 
olthaPopu/r Revolutionary Ochoa. They took the French 
Bl0e,' echoing demands by building May 4 and the other 
May II. 
The Costa R i~n embassy 
was seized May 4 but four 
hostages escaped and the 
three militants were given 
safe conduct o Costa Rica. 
The government of Gen, 
Carlos Humherto Romere 
has released two leaders of 
the bloc, a coalition of labor 
and peasant groups, but 
denies that three other 
leaders are being held• 
The archbishop spoke at 
the Resario Church, located 
near : the Metropolitan 
Cathedral, also held'by the 
bloc. The cathedral was the 
site of a bloody confrontation 
last week in which govern- 
ment troops op,ened fire 
during an anti.government 
demonstration a d killed 24 
persons. 
The Church "repudiates 
the use of violence and it 
cannot condone burning 
f o u n d  buses, machine-gunning 
: houses and occupying 
buildings dedicated to the 
. ~ORSE (CP) -- A public," the archblshop said. 
,:i .C~!,.BIyZ Ala~a, couple a r - :  ' He ,~!d he' did not intend 
s nwl ' ia fe ly ,  l,~,:.t~e"Ydkod "'hl~ S~niion to"be:'aP01ii}eal 
Cl.llital Sundafitff, il~" alien- speech and rejec~d claims 
sing the night on b-ieveas of "those who say we are 
Like whtn they landed subversive and that we 
Ihldr i 170 in bad agitate people and promote 
weather. Marxlst;Lenlst lines." Those 
.Analrasarchwaslnitlated persons, he said "cannot 
mlmbqmi oi the militant 
! l roup  who are holding 
holtalea at the French and 
VIkllTueinn emha~iea. 
In a wrmon broadcast 
El Salvador, 
ulto Romero, a frequent 
llOVerement critiC, a les  
asked France ~d Venemlela 
to "use all diplomatic 
meam" to put pressure on 
the gowrunlent of this Cen- 
Iral American country to 
I~ll~t more human ri~ta. 
i .  called for the 
rekBe el Uff persous he said 
l i ve  dlnappeared after 
IlOVeremen.t. e rr~, t in. recent 
nwalthl. 
• gixtasn milltante are 
hokHnl, nix per sins in the 
French embassy, including 
Ambassador Michel Don- 
Couple 
"lran has no' place for 
zionism, comi'hunism or 
imperialism, and we will 
de~troy their piansi" 
He compared "" the Khalkhali said• 
revolutionary tribunab" to ...The local news ~edia also 
the Nuremberg trials, ~here 'has come under fire from 
Nazi ,war erimiuals ~were .~Iran's hard-line Moslem 
tried after the Second World,.' leadership. The ieft-leardng 
War• In both cases, he said," d~ily Ayandegan has halted 
the accused included persons'. Rublication. 
who allegedly, sancttoded, '~,'lna broadcast by state-run 
murder, not just tho~.who "!.~'adio and television, the 
committed murder, newspaper was attacked as 
Khalkbali said ultimate Zionistcontrolled and anti- 
responsibility for the Islamic revolutionary. Islamic mobs 
revolutionary courts was subsequently attacked;a 
conferred on him '.'by number of .the daily's 
Ayato l lah  Ruhollah:~,provincial offices, and 
Khemeini, Iran's unofficial "~ewsstands where it was on. 
head of state, sale. : 
"He has told me not to," .J~eanwhile, the official 
listen to anybody, not even . Par~ news agency an- 
himself (when ~ passing bounced that former foreign 
judgment)," Khalkhali said. minster All Ardalan~ 78, has 
He said former prime l~ed released from prison 
minister 'Amir Abbas foam')wing a recent heart 
Hoveyda had offered the attack. Ardalan was ar- 
court $1 million to have his rested by revolutionary 
trial deferred but this was militiamen shortly after the 
turned down, He was exe-" revolution. 
outed later. 
KhallthaU said the courts 
have acted according to the 
dictates of the Koran and 
Western forms of justice 
have no role in the trials. ~ 
He accused foreign newS 
media of trying to disrupt he 
Iranian revolution and ac- 
cused it of being inspired by 
Zionism and imperisIsm. 
And the state radio 
reported, that another 
Moslem religiods leader hss 
congratu la ted  loca l  
revolutionary , guardsmen 
who arrested his children, 
saying the c)tptors are 
"taking care of the 
reviilution." 
The radio did'not say how 
many children were l~ri'est.ed 
The Herald, Monday, May 14, 1979, P, age 5 
~llO so[,. A 
or on what charges. 
• But it quoted Ayatollah Ali 
Meshkini as saying: My 
t . :  I 
.~  4 
children should be,publshed 
if they are found guilty;under 
Islamic law." 
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early Sunday after the pair 
' falkld to arrive early Sunday 
i n ~  on  what should 
l ive been a four.hour flight 
from Northway Junction, 
A /ha .  
Pilot J l ln  Sardis and h i  
pllxnge¢ Jean Chambers 
were •spotted by  search 
aircraft Sunday and took off 
h~n~Jy afterward, arriving 
re in mldaflernonn, 
They had landed on the 
.frozen .lake during bad 
wozther Saturday night, 
tolerate the church's 
denunciation of injustices." 
Officials estimate 90 per 
cent of El Salvador's 
predominantly Roman 
Catholic population of five 
million listenbd to the weekly 
broadcast. 
Arnulfo Romero, who has 
been nominated for the 1979 
Nobel Peace Prize by 
legislators in Britain and the 
U.S., recently returned from 
two weeks in Rome where he 
met with Pope John Paul• 
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.... da l ly  hera ld  
New. s of your community . . .your  count ry . . .domest ic  - 
and foreign affairs. Everybody from the housewi fe : !  
to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper  
af fect ing their daily lives. Reports on shifts arid trends 
in the bus iness and financial world.  Money saving : 
" "  advert isements covering every aspect uf our daily 
needS.  Classif ied sect ions that f ind you employment ,  
~ ~ /  a home, an automobi le  or sell anything you w ish .  
~ - ' /  Enterta inment  in special  features, comics,  and sport ~ 
~ pages, that enl ighten a dull  day. News as it happens,  
fks thand in your communi ty ,  province, nation, or i :  
• global  affairs. ~'our newspaper  is your best Source `•' 
of information. 
:J[ lm"'" "" aid da,ly her II l r tP 
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' with,Chris Porter . :.:. Guide 
All listings subject to 
change without notice. 
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MONDAY 5 p,m, to midnight 
2 " KING 3 CFTK 4 BCTV 9 KCTS 
(NBC) (cn~) (CTV) (PBS) 
Burnett Squad Million Rogers 
• KING 5 Hourglass Dollar Electric 
14~ News Cont'd. Man Company 
i :00 Cont'd. 
: ! ~ Cont'd. 
: 38 NBC 
: ~5 News 
 atte 
Tonight 
Hollywood , 
I~S Squares 
l~m ' Monday 
I I I  ;~  Night 
: 30 At .Mbvies 
]: L5 'Rollercoaster' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
145 Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
: 30 Whodunit 
: 45 Cont'd. 
: 00 News 
:I$.. Cont'd. 
30 Tonight 
45 Show 
:15  
• j 
I 
| ! 
I I I I 
Cont'd. News Studio 
Cont'd. Hour See 
Muppet Cont'd. Dick 
Show' Cont'd. Cavett 
Outdoor Makm MacNeil 
Education It Lehrer 
Laverne & , Carter News- 
Shirley Country Weekly 
The White Ke m.~ Bill 
Shadow Rogers Moyer 
Cont'd. Spec,al Mark 
Cont'd. t'ont d Russell 
i 
.M.A.S.H. A .Mat: Europe 
Cont'd. t ' ,  l.eu Cont'd. 
WKRP in Intrepid Cont'd. 
Cincinnati t'ontd Cont'd. 
News Cont'd. When 
Magazine. Cont'd. B.at 
Special Cont'd. t 't,m t,.,, 
Cont'd. Cont'd. In 
The CTV t'ampmg 
National News , ~ut 
Night News Hour Explor,ng the 
Final Final Restless Sea 
.2  Co=d Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
I 45 ~ Cont'd. 
Kojak Late .The 
Cout'd. Sho~ Rocktord 
Cont'd. 'Legend ot Files 
Cont'd. Loch Ness Late Movie 
TUESDAY 
oo 
.15 
:30 
I d :as 
i il O0 
:IS 
30 
I i i I ,t5 
i 
I I ia5 
N~v High' ," :~' 
Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
Password 
Plus 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
.10 a.m. to 5 p.m, 
-~*~'  . ,. , , ,~  
' Catmdian. 7." Webster .'.' 'Elect i:ic " " 
Schools Cont'd. Company 
Mister Defimtion Once L•pon 
Dressup Cont'd. A Classic 
Sesame What's Makmg .Music 
Street Cooking Poetry Ahve 
Cont'd. Mad lnsMe.~ #ut ' 
Cont'd. Dash Stories or. Amer 
News Noon Explorers Unltd. 
Bob Switzer News Art Cart 
Mary Tyler Alan Roomnastics 
Moore Hamel M for Music 
t :00 The Today Cont'd.' Measure Up 
• : 15 Doctors From Cont'd. Environments 
:30 Another Quebec Another 2 Cents Worth 
I I L5 World Cont'd. World About You 
~ Cont'd, Edge of Cont'd. Blue Umbrella 
Cont'd, Night Cont'd. Book Look 
ConS'd, Take Cont'd. Zebra Wings 
45 Cont'd: Thirty Cont'd. Cover-Cover 
I "Marshal McLean Matinee Easy 
iOl Show 'Five .Man Julia 
145 l Madrid' Cont'd. Army' Child 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Street 
Cont'd. Klahanie Cont'd. Cont'd. 
145 Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 
IllllIIlIllllllIIIIIIiIIIlIIllIlllIIllllOIllIIllIlllII 
ELECTRONIC 
\ 
• Fully controllable offense 
• Computerized efense 
• Two skill levels: Beginner.Pro 
• Pass, block, run, kick options 
• Electronic football sound effects 
• Digital display of score, position, time and status 
• One 9 volt transistor baHery required. Alkaline battery 
recommended for extended battery life. Battery not in. 
eluded• 
IllllIIgIlImmmmmtmmmIlmIIlIOIIIlIlllllIlllIllliii 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
LINK 
4606 tazelle Avenue 63§-6576 
STORE HOURS: Tues.-Sat. 9am-6:3Opm 
Friday 9am-Upm 
(HAHGEX 
OtOStO MOIIOAV 
VLTA 
master  chacge  
HARt9 W4.R! $ ?OI#C 
MONTREAL CP. -- 
Steve Vickers and Phil 
Esposito scored power-play 
goals and Dave Maloney 
fired a shorthanded score to 
help New York Rangers 
defeat Montreal Cansdiens 
4-1 Sunday in the opemng 
game of the best-of-seven 
Stanley Cup final, 
Defenceman Ron 
Greschner scored the other 
goal for the Rangers, who 
silenced -- at least for the 
moment - those skeptics 
who suggested they couldn't 
match the Canadiens. 
Guy Lafleur scored the 
Montreal goal, but it was 
almost lost in the display by 
the Rangers, fifth-place 
finishers over-all during the 
regular Nationar Hockey 
League season who have 
turned giant-killers in the 
playoffs. 
The Rangers. fresh from 
wrapping up their semi-final 
series last Tuesday night in 
the sixth game against New 
York Islanders, the regular- 
season champions one point 
ahead of the Canadiens, 
drove Montreal starting 
goaltender Ken Dryden from 
the goal, scoring four g.oals 
Rangers take opener 
on 13 shots through the first front to make it 2-O at 14:27. 
two periods before Michel 
Laroeque relieved Dryden 
for the final period. 
• TheRangers had a total of 
22 shots at the Canndiens 
goal, while Montreal fired 32 
shots a't John Davidson, who 
Dryden stared down Don 
Maloney on a breakaway in 
the first minute of the second 
period, forcing him off to the 
side of the net without get- 
ting a shot away, and Ron 
Duguay hit the post to 
has tended the Rangers goal - Dryden's right at the three- 
in all their 14 play~ff games 
this year, winning II. 
The second game of the 
series will he played here 
Tuesday night. 
Vickers opened the scoring 
at 6:28 of the first period on a 
New York power play, 
taking advantage of the first 
of what proved to be a series 
of defensive miscues by the 
Canadians. 
Anders Hedberg ot in the 
way of an attempted 
clearing pass by Montreal 
defenceman Larry Robinson 
m his own zone and slipped 
the puck across the 
goslmouth to where Vickers 
was *alting to convert it into 
a 1.0 lead from the right edge 
of Dryden's crease. 
Gres~:hner intercepted an 
attempted pass by Mario 
Tremblay in the Canndiens 
zone and ripped a 30-foot shot 
past Dryden from directly in 
minute mark, or the Rangers 
could have added to their 
lead• 
Lafleur scored ov a 
blistering shot from the top 
of the right wing circle at 
7:07 of the period to pull 
Montreal within 2-1, bul 
Pierre Mondou of the 
Canadiena was called for 
hooking at 8:32 and the 
Rangers had their sedond 
power-play goal 58 seconds 
Jater. 
Robinson tried to 
backhand the puck off the 
borda out of the Montreal 
zone, but it was kept in by 
Mike McEwen at the left 
point and fed to Espesito, His 
shot from the right wing 
circle beat Dryden through a 
dropping Serge Savard. 
The Rangers set an NHL 
playoff record with their 
sixth shorthanded goal of the 
spring on a 35-Foot shot by 
Dave Maleaey at 12:32 of the 
period with McEwen serving 
a holding penalty. 
Hedherg fired the pucl 
over to Maloney from the 
right wing on a three.on-two 
break, and the defenceman 
beat Dryden for @hat 
seemed a soft goal. It 
brought boos in • un- 
precedented numbers from 
most of the crowd of 17,005, 
but some New York fans put 
up a chant of "We're No. 1" 
starting at that point, 
If the Canadiens .had 
wanted to get back within 
striking distance during a 
penalty to Maloney late in 
the period, that opportunity 
Went for nothing when 
Savard gambled and lost on 
an effort to keep the puck 
inside the Rangers blue line. 
He recovered by hauling 
down Hedberg coming out of 
the zone and was assessed a 
holding call by referee Andy 
van Hellemond 54 seconds 
after Maloney went off, 
Linesman Matt Pavelich 
took sick after the first 
period and was replaced by 
standby Ron Finn for the 
final two frames, The change 
delayed the start of the 
second period several man. 
utes. 
Well, the winter leagues 
have come to an end, so this 
will be my final report till 
September. As the resuJts 
from the leagues are too long 
to put intoa report, l will just 
give the results of who 
became League Champions 
on their respective 'leagues. 
. The Monday Mens League 
champs were the Shell team, 
while tops in the Monday 
Mixed League were Co-op 
Insurance. In the Tuesday 
Coffee League. it was the 
Goof Offs. while Geo. 
Haugland Trucking took top 
honors in the Tuesday Mixed 
League• 
Champions in the Wed- 
The latest f rom the all • eys 
By Kathy Mcleod Hidber were the High ' Triple was rolled by Scan for Vancouver April 28th for 
Average champions. Kulba, Karla Lindstrom had the Provincial Finals, and as 
The Y.B.C. results break 
down as follows: In the 
PeeWees, the Lions were the 
League Champions, while 
Gayle Dienstad took the 
Girls High Average, and 
Rene Mailloux had the Boys 
High Average. The Girls 
High Double went to Crysta! 
Edgar, ' while Hai'ry ~ Red: 
m0nd took the Boys High 
Double. Bridget McLeod 
took the Girls High Single, 
while the Boys High Single 
was bowled by Steven 
DeWacht. Steven DeWacht 
was also the Most Improved 
boy, while the Most Im- 
proved girl was Nancy 
Levesque. 
nesday Matinee League The champions of the 
were the Coffee Whippers,, Bantam Division were 
while in the Ladies League it Fonzies Gang. The Girls 
was the Silhouettes. The  High Average went to 
Phantoms took the Thursday Shannon Tymaschuk, while 
Mixed League. while As' It Shayne Kulba took the Boys 
Fallswere the Friday Mixed High Average. JoAnn 
champions. • Mumford bowled the Girls 
Gilda Edgar" and Ernie High Triple, wh!le Boys High 
the Girls High Single. while 
Todd Skarsen took the Boys 
High Single. Karla Lind- 
strom and Ted Skarsen were 
also named the Most Im- 
proved bowlers. 
Fonzies Gang were the 
Juniors League Champions 
as well, while the Roll-off 
champs were tile Bedrock 
Bowlers. Terry Beard had 
the Boys High Average with 
183 while Girls High Average 
went to Joan Peterson with 
an average of 164. Troy 
Tymaschuk's 633 was good 
for the Boys High Triple, 
while Twila Beard rolled the 
Girls High Triple of 563. The 
High Single was David 
McLeod's 303, and Sheryl 
Tetrault took the Girls High 
Single with 252. The Most 
Improved girl was Shelly 
Skarsen, and the Most Im- 
proved boy was Michael 
DeWacht, 
This year also saw some of 
our Teaching Masters head 
a result of those com- 
petitions, two Teaching 
Masters are headed for- 
Winnipeg at the end of June 
for the Canadian Chain- 
pionships. There were eighty 
bowlers competing for 
twelve spots on the B.C. 
team, and Darlene Frank 
and Wahine Newman ~de. 
cessfully qualified tb"be 
among the twelve 'people 
representing B.C. at the 
Canadian Finals. 
Congratulations tothem, and 
all the best in their future 
competitions. 
At this time, I would also 
like to thank all the 
secretaries who managed to 
get their reports in on time 
each week so that I could 
give you a weekly report. 
Also, thanks to Doug and 
Marg for their assistance, 
and weekly contribution 
towards the paper report. 
That's all fop now, see you in 
the fall. 
IN A PLA YOFF 
Watson cops ByronNe lson  
the massive 18th green and 
had to two-putt from 70 feet 
totie Rogers with his five- 
under-par 275 over the 72 
holes, 
Watson fougl~t a balky 
putter all day but avoided 
the disastrous putting 
miseries which again struck 
former U,S. Open Champion 
Jerry Pate. 
Five-year pro Larry 
Nelson missed a 20-foot 
birdie putt on the final hole to 
finish all alone behind 
Watson and Rogers ,with a 
final-day 69 for a 276 total. 
As it turned out. Rogers's 
brilliant birdie finish was the 
only three posted on the hole 
all day. 
Watson, who won here in 
1975 to go with last year's 
victory, made the scram- 
bling trouble shots when he 
needed them, getting out of 
bunkers to make two birdies. 
Italy is in the finals 
DUESSELDORF. West 
Germany ~AP~ -- Adriann 
Panatta and Paolo Ber- 
tolucci downed Stun Smith 
and Arthur Ashe of the 
United States as Italy swept 
through the semi-finals 
Sunday and into the final 
against Australia in the 
$250.o00 Nations Cup tennis 
tournament• 
Australians John 
Alexander and Phll Dent 
needed just 45 minutes to 
blank Jose Luis CJerc and 
Richardo Cano of Argentina 
to gain the final• 
Australia and Italy clash 
today for the $80,000 first 
prize, with $50,000 going to 
the rnnnerup team. 
Alexander and Dent took 
the doubles 6-0. 6-0 after the 
teams had ,split singles 
matches in their seml-final. 
Italy's doubles triumph 
completed a 3-0 romp over 
the United States. 
The Italians walked over 
the Americans with sur- 
prising ease, taking ad- 
vantage of the U.S: players' 
difficulty on clay• . 
Panatta started the rout by 
registering a 6-3, 8-0 victJry 
over Eddie Dibbs Corrsd@ 
Barazzutti then trounced 
Ashe 6-2. 8-2 to give the 
Italians an unbeatable .2.o 
lead ,Star 'he .,;ingles 
In the best match of the The Americans and 
semifinals. Alexander edged Argentines each collected 
Clerc 4-6. 7-6. 7-5 in a $30,000 as losing semi- 
gruelling battle lasting two finalists in the weak-lnng 
hours and 45 minutes, tourament involving men's 
knotting the score at 1-1. teams from eight countries. 
Cano had blitzed Kim West Germany, Spain. 
'Warwick 6-1. 6-3 in the Mexico and Britain were 
opener to give Argentina  1- eliminated in the qualifying 
0 lead. groups. 
Austin triumphs 
at Italian Open 
ROME tAPI -- Tracy took command m the second 
Austin overcame a cold, set, running off five straight 
fatigue arid a string of errors games as Austin's game fell 
Sunday to defeat Sylvia apart. 
HnnikaofWestGermanyG.4, Austin said she felt the 
1-6, 6-3 and win the women's strain from Saturday's semi- 
Italian Open. final in which she knocked 
Having won the $20,000 top out topseeded Chris Evert 
prize and her first major Lloyd in a threa-set match 
international title. Austin, decided by a tie-breaker, 
16, will break away from the Austin is ranked fourth in 
tour to finish her high-school the world and Hanika 26th. 
year in California. She is the The victory raised Austin's 
youngest woman to ~'in here. winnings to $213,000 this' 
Austin grabbed thelead in year, Hanika collected 
the first set in which both $10,000. nearly as much as 
players had trouble holding she had won all year. 
service, with a total of five With the win, Austin 
breaks 'moved to the top of the Series 
standings with 280 points, 
Hanika, 18, a powerful ahead of Australia's Kerry 
lefiy with a wicked slice, Reid with 270. 
DALLAS t AP J -- 
Defending champion Tom 
Watson, keeping his com- 
posure on the Preston Trial 
Golf Club where he is a dues- 
paying member, birdied the 
first sudden-death playoff 
hole Sunday to become the 
first three-time winner of the 
Byron Nelson Golf Classic 
and wrest the $54,000 first 
place prize from a game Bill 
Rogers 
Rogers summoned all the 
magic be could command by 
hitting the pin for a tap-in 
birdie on the tilth hole to send 
the tournament into sudden 
death with Watson• But his 
putter deserted him when he 
hit the pin again on the first 
playoff hole. 
Watson. bunkered some 60 
feet from the green in two on 
the 568-yard. par 5 No, 15 
hole, exploded a sand wedge 
a foot from the hole after 
Rogers had pitched and ran 
his third shot within four 
feet. 
Rogers. stunned by 
Watson's trap shot. hooked 
his putt to the left of the hole 
after Watson's birdie and it 
was all over, 
Watson shot a steady par 
70 but Rogers. who blistered 
the Preston Trail G01f Club 
with a four-under-par 66. 
made (he shot of the day on 
the par-four. 422-yard No 18 
with a radarcontrolled six- 
iron that hit the pin on the 
second bounce and stopped 
two feet away. 
Rogers. who had wielded a 
magic putting stroke all day. 
stoking 30-foot and 40-foot 
putts for birdies, tapped the 
ball in for a birdie• 
Watson, who was watching 
m the fairway while Rogers 
putted out. hit his second 
shot on the lower plateau of 
• , , .  . 
• • • . . .  , . .  , 
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.... : ' . . . .  IVEEKEND BASEBALL ROUNDUP 
"- Blair's first NL homer key to Reds .victory 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS The 35-year.old Blair, re- 
" (.Paul Blair s first National leased in April by New York 
Leaguehlt, a two-runhomer, Yankees after an American 
snapped a sixtl~iKning tie League career spent mainly 
and helped Cincinnati Reds with Baltimore, was signed 
to ~7-3 victor"riVer" Pitt-"' last week by the Reds as a 
shergh Pirates on Sunday. free agent, and he made his' 
first start with the Reds in runs in the sixth for all the 
centre field, runs Mike LaCnss needed to 
After Ray Knight singled post his fourth victor3 
to open the sixth, Blair against no defeats. 
bomeredoifJohnCandeinrla Elsewhere in the National 
to give the Reds a 3.1 lead. League on Sunday, Joe 
Cincinnati added two more Ninkro tossed a five-hiRer 
for his secoodshutout of the 
season as Houston Astros 
defeated Chicago Cubs 3-0. 
George Hendrick drove in 
three rum @ith a double and 
a single and Ken Oberkfell 
out Williams Moving & belted a two-run homer, 
Storage 4-0. The game was paweringSt. Louis Cardinals 
scoreless until the fourth to a 7-3 victory over Atlanta 
inning, when the" Cedar Braves. 
Kings counted two, and they Joe Fergus'on homered 
added, another two in the and doubled to lead a 13-hit 
sixth to round out the Los Angeles attack as the 
scoring. Dwayne Popp 
notched the win for the 
Cedar Kings, while ' R.J. 
Findley was the losing pit- 
cher for Williams. The game 
was highlighted by a stellar 
relief performance by the 
Cedar Kings Denby Page, 
• who took over from Popp in 
the fifth, and recorded seven 
strikeouts the rest of the 
way. 
Mens Fastball games 
• The Terrace Mena Fast- Lachance Logging. A six run 
ball schedule opened with a outburst in the first inning 
single game Saturday, and 
three more Sunday, as All 
Seasons-Terrace Shell, 
Ter race . .  International,  
Prince Rupert, and the. 
Skeana Cedar Kings 
emerged victorious over 
Houlden Logging, Lachance 
Logging, Houldens Logging, 
andWi l l iams Moving & 
Storage respectively. 
The season opener 
Saturday between All- 
Seasons-Terrace Shell was 
close until All Seasons. 
Terrace Shell exploded for- 
six runs in the fifth inning to 
open up 'a  9-2 lead. All 
Seasons-Terrace Shell's 
advantage was 0nly 3-2 until 
~en,-and Honlden's were 
very much in the game. The 
winning pitcher was Bob 
Couture, while John San. 
dahk took the loss, Keith 
Scott was 3 for 4 with 2 RBIs 
for All Seasons-Terrace 
Shell. 
Sunday's action opened 
with Terrace International 
winhlng a 15-3 match against 
got Terrace International off 
on the right foot, and they 
just kept piling on the runs 
the rest of the way. 
Lachance Logging notched 
all their runs in the third 
inning. Jake Gurtsma got the 
victory for Terrace In- 
ternational, while Ray 
Lechance 'was the losing 
pitcher. 
The second game Sunday 
saw Prince Rupert's entry 
into the Terrace Mens 
Fasthall League count seven 
runs in the first inning, and 
coast to a 18-3 win over 
Houlden's Logging: Prince 
Rupert added another in the 
second inning, two each in 
the third and fourth, three in 
the 5th, and one in the sixth. 
Houlden's scored all their 
runs in the seventh inning. 
Bates was the. winning pit- 
cher for Prince Rupert, 
while Morris Sam took the 
loss for Houlden's, 
Sunday's final game saw 
the Skeena Cedar Kings shut 
The Terrace Mess Fast- 
hall League schedule calls 
for 7:30 p.m. games every 
Tuesday and Thursday 
night, and three games on 
Sundays beginning at I p.m., 
3 p.m., and 7:30 p.m. The 
next scheduled game is 
tomorrow, 7:30 p.m., at 
Riverside Park, when 
Williams Moving & Storage 
wil l  take on Terrace In- 
ternational. 
RECORD SET. 
Favorite loses race 
River in race-record time in 
the $248,-000 Prin Lupin for 
three-yearolds at 
L.ongchamp race track 
Sunday. 
The classic, a stepping- 
stone for those aiming at the 
Prin du Jockey Club next 
month, was supposed to he a 
• PARIS (AP) - -  Top Villa. - The wiiiner ,was l~t into 
upset heavily favored I r ish third ptace ~hri~. in the 
running by top jockey Yves 
Saint-Martin and stayed 
there until the stretch when 
he came between homes to 
take the lead. 
Irish River, an ungainly 
colt and a slow starter, was 
eighth in the field of nlue 
three-ynarolds for most of 
and fell back despite being 
whipped by jockey Maurice 
Philtpparnn. 
He finished third, three- 
quarters of a length behind 
Wolverton, who was a length 
behind Top Ville. 
The winner's time of 
2:09.50 was a record for the 
Prix Lupin. Top Ville, 
trained by Francois Mathet, 
earned $116,-280 for his 
owner, the Age Khan, 
boosting his ,career bankroll 
toi$2i~,700. . ~"" '~ 
The defeat for Irish River, 
runaway for Irish River, who the early running. He moved 
had won seven of his eight wide with good speed at the 
~r t01 in  ea~,f#phi~. 1 top ,ot~ 'tl~¢ ' ~t retch  ~, 
: .~t. SUnda~' s 1.29 miles ch~(~ei~e Top ~'flI~'add/,~l: 
was the flrst race of more verton, who was in s~ond 
than a mile for the odds-on place, a son of Riverman, was his 
favorite, and the distance Irish River got within half first in three starts thls year 
proved too long for Irish a length of the winner at andhinseeondinnineeareer 
River. mldstreteh but then hung, races. 
Heinonen takes rally 
CHILLIWACK, B.C. (C I )  arousal this Fraser Valley wife is second among co. 
- -  Taisto Heinonen of community loft Heinnuen as drivers. 
Langley, B,C,, held on to win top driver in the Canadian Doug Leverton of London, 
the Pacific Forest Rally rally series and Burgess as Ont., was second in the 
Sunday when his closest top eodriver. It was the third production class and 
competitor d opped hin drive stop in the series which remained second in the 
shaft with 6.8 kllometre~ to continues in two weeks in overall drivers' standings. 
go, Winnipeg, His co-driver was Ken 
Californian Rod Mifien, a Jeff Vandorwall of Van- Humphry, also of London. 
three.time New Zealand couver and co-driver Robin Ron Mistry and Fat Bhacho 
rally champ, was closing Edwards of Quebec City of Vancouver were third. 
quickly on Heinenen and co- were second in the open class 
driver Tom Burgess of while Steve Roberts and Don Another Calgary team -- 
Bernaby, B.C., when the Gibson of Seattle were third, Jim Standoo and co-driver 
mechan ica l  p rob lems TheCalgary husband-and- Shaw Bishop -- won the 
knocked him out of the race. wife team of John and Lynn novice clans while Richard 
The win over the 600-kilo- Nixoa won the production Beer and Terry Skewchuck 
metre couree which included class, Nikon is third in the of Grsnde Prairie, Alia., 
350 kilometres of back roads drivers' standings while his were second. 
Calgary team is chosen' 
TORONTO (CP) --  An alb 
Calgary team was chosen 
Sunday to represent Canada 
in synchronized swimming 
at the Pan.American Games 
in Puerto Rico in July, 
World. champion Helen 
Vandenburg will compete in 
the singles and Join with 
Kelly Kryczka in the duet 
event. Calgary Aquabelles 
were selected for the team 
competition, 
in the FINA World Cup 
competition at Tokyo in 
August, the Calgary single 
and duet entries will be 
joined by the Quebec YWCA 
team, which edgd the 
Aquabelles in the national 
championships in Toronto 
Saturday: 
Vandenburg and the 
Quebec team were also 
picked for the Pan-Pacific 
championships In Christ- 
church, N.Z., in November, 
together with Leans and Lyn 
Carrier of Quebec in the 
duet. 
For the Swiss international 
open competition' at Zurich 
in August, ldenUeal twins 
Penny and Vicky Vtlag0s of 
Montreal were chosen for the 
single and duet events along 
with a second duet entry of 
Margo MountJoy and Mary 
Jane Lang of Hamilton. The 
team will he chosen from 
members of the Vancouver 
Aqunsonice and Hamilton 
Synchronized Swimming 
Club. 
Guidry starts Wednesday 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The Guidry volunteered a little relief work Saturday in 
great experiment with Cy 
Young Award winner Ron 
Gnidry as New York 
Yankees' late-inning bullpen 
ace may be nearing an end. 
Gtddry was brilliant in two 
relief outings last week and 
'was in the bullpen for Sun- 
day's game against 
California Angels. But the 
Yankees now need him more 
over s week ago to fill the 
bullpen void until Injured 
relief ace Rich Gossage 
returns from a thumb injury. 
The Yankees acquired vet- 
eran Ioft.honder J im Kaat 
from Philadelphia Phillles 
on Friday for the bullpen. 
Management also was im- 
pressed with Dick Tldrow's 
pitching out of serious 
trouble -- not of his own 
making -- and hurling two 
scoreless Innings, 
Meanwhi le ,  winless 
Catfish Hunter, who had 
"been listed as Wednesday's 
starter, will miss at Inast one 
turn because of a strained 
lower left rib cage. 
Manager Bob Lemon said 
Sunday that Guidry is Schod" Lend a 
uled to start against Detroit 
Tigers on Wednesday and hand..; Keep 
again next Monday in 
Detroit~ at CleveinM on May tO ¢lean W/ J Canada 
~l, and at Milwaukee on May' 
"Those are teams In our our land Beautiful 
division and a couple of them 
are ahead of us," Lemon 
said. 
Dodgers ran their winning 
streak to seven games with 
an 0-2 victory over Montreal. 
Mike Schmidt hit the 200th 
home run of his major league 
career and scored four runs 
for Philadelphia as the 
Phillies beat San Francisco 
Giants 12,3. 
, Gene Richerds hit a bases- 
loaded single to score Dan 
Briggs and give San Diego 
Padres a 5-4 victory over 
New York Mets in I0 innings. 
In the NL Saturday, Los 
Angeles defeated Montreal 4- 
3, Pittsburgh topped Cin- 
cinnati 3-2, San Francisco 
defeated Philadelphia 4-I, St. 
Louis beat Atlanta 7-6, San 
Diego topped New York 2-I 
and Houston split a 
doubleheader, with Chicago 
winning 11-3 and losing the 
second game 2-o. 
In the American League, 
Graig Nettles drove in five 
runs with a homer and single 
and made three outstanding year, pitching Cleveland 
fielding plays at thir~l base, Indians past Minnesota 
helping New York Yankees Twins 3-2 with late relief 
heat California Angels 12-10. help, Jason Thompson, 
George Scott and Butch Rusty Staub and Steve Kemp 
Hobson hit home. runs "and blasted home runs to support 
Chuck Raine'y pitched Jack Morris' pitching and 
athree-hitter as Boston Red lead Detroit Tigers over 
Sex capitalized on Oakland Milwaukee Brewers 6-2. 
miscues to down the A's 6-2. Mark Lemongetlo gained 
John Wathan's two-run his first victory of the 
• homer capped a five-run 
fourth inning, and Willie ~Blue Jays to a 3.1 victory 
Wilson's first, major league over Texas Rangers with an 
homer, a two-run, insidethe- eigh~.hltter in the opener of a 
park shot, powered Kansas doub le -header .  Mike 
City Royals to a 14-5 victory Jorgensen's three-run homer 
over Chicago White Sox. capped a seven-fun eighth 
Wayne Garland won for inning as the Rangers won 
the first time in more than a the nightcap 7-5. 
The Seattie-Baltimore 
game was postponed by rain. 
In Saturday's action, 
Texas topped Toronto 3-1, 
New York edged California 
6-5, Boston clubbed Oakland 
8-2 ,  Milwaukee shaded 
Detroit  3-2 ,  . Minnesota 
blanked Cleveland 4-0, Balti- 
more topped Seattle 4-2 and 
Kansas City defeated 
season, pitching Toronto Chicngos-4. 
PETES WIN 
MEMORIAL CUP 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A 
goal by Bob Atweli at 2:38 
of overtime earned 
Peterhorongh Petes the 
top prize in Canadian 
Junior Hockey -- the 
Memorial Cup --  as the 
Ontario Major Junior 
Hockey League repre- 
sentat ives defeated 
Brnndon Wheat Kings. 2-I 
Sunday. 
The Petes had 
pressured and pursued 
the Wheat Kings of the 
Western Hockey League 
relentlessly throughout 
the third period and the 
overtime. 
Had it not been for the 
work of Bart Hunter in 
the Brandon net, the 
game would not have 
required extra time to 
play. 
Hunter, borroweci from 
Portland Winter Hawks 
for the Cup series, had 36 
shots fired at him by the 
Pates, while Brandon 
could manage only 2o 
shots at Ken Ellicott in 
the Peterboroagh goal. 
The teams exchanged 
first-period goals with 
Tim Trimper scoring'for 
Peterborough and Brian 
Propp for Brandon. 
The first period was 
apparently set aside as 
much for intimidation 
purposes as scoring goals 
as both teanis bumped, 
boarded and were pushed 
and shoved after almost 
every whistle. 
The Petes held a man 
advantage on two oc- 
casions before the game 
was-five minutes old, 
They were blanked on 
these occasions, however, 
by strong play by the 
Brandon defence snd 
Hunter in the net. 
But it was the Petes 
who opened the scoring as 
Trimper gave Peter- 
borough a 1-0 load at 8:12 
of the period. Hunter had 
little chance to handle 
Trimper's deflection of 
Stuart Smith's drive from 
the blueline. 
At 14:50 Brandon's 
Laurie Boschman and 
Mark Reeds of the Petes 
drew penalties. Just as 
the pair were returning to 
the ice Propp, the 
talented Brandon left 
winger, brought the game 
to a tie as he heat 
Ellacott. 
In all, referee Jean-Guy 
Desrochors handed out 10 
minor penalties and 
tacked, on coincidental 
misconducts to Don Gil- 
inn of Brandon and Keith 
Crowder of the Petos. 
The teams ettled own 
in the second period with 
only two minor penalties 
assessed and both' sides 
enjoyed excellent scoring 
opportunities only to have 
Ellacott and Hunter 
control the game with fine 
displays of goaltending. 
FRANK HOWARD SAYS: 
THANK YOU 
Thanks to all-the voters in'Skeonm 
for.taking part in the Provincial 
Election. 1'hanks to those who were 
attracted to our philosophy and who. 
voted for us, Thanks to those who 
worked so diligently -so thoughtfully 
- so carefully -for us thl~ughout the 
campaign.. There is a trem!pdOus 
challenge m the future • foi~i'all of us, 
I hope we can oo-oporativo!Y meet 
that challenge. That is my ;i~ 
f 
commitment, . . . . .  
Thankyou spin, 
Frank Howard 
WINA 0rA 
I FOR  IIESr0F 
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~'You could be one of 5,lucky people to wi: 3.:i: ' 
use of a brand new 1979 Toyota Corolla Canadian. ' , '" 
plus the use of a brand new Toyota. every three geal : ' T -  
for the rest of )our natural driving life. And we'll ": I::i ' 
bet you can't find a better contest. 
,The Contest. Come on in to your 
Toyota dealer and fill out an Appraisal/Entry 
Form on a new 1979 Toyota Corolla and you're 
eligible to win. If you buy a terrific new 1979 
Toyota Corolla before the end of the, contest you'll a 
get: 10 extra bonus chances at the contest plus a b( 
discount of ~500.. ~250.. or ~;50. 
The Small Print. Contest closes July 31st. 
1979 so you'd better hurry Winners will be requir, 
first correctly answer atime limited test of skill plus 
conditions including: be 18 years of age or over. po 
a valid driver's licence, provide auto insurance and 
maintenance to lease agreement s andards and off 
Full contest rules and conditions of prize are at yoc 
Toyota dealer. 
TOYOTA 
BET YOU CAN'T FIh  
AB B . (- 
o 
B 
D 
TERRAGE MOTORS LTD. 4916 Highway 16 West Telephone: 635-5959 Motor Dealer Number DO0449A 
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FOR NEWS 
HOT OFF 
THE. 
PRESS ! 
Get it all M U l l  
in the 
TE I I I{ . t ( :E -K IT I  ~l..Vr 
daily herald 
News of your community...your country...domestic 
and foreign affairs. Everybody from the housewife 
to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper 
affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
in the business and financial world. Money saving 
advertisements covering every aspect of our daily 
needs. Classified sections that find you employment, 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. 
Entertainment in special features, Comics, and sport 
pages that enlighten a dull day. News as it happens, 
firsthand in your community, province, nation,'or 
global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source 
of information. 
TERRACE 
daily herald 
i 
.DESPITE KNOCKDOWN : i 
Lyle takes decis ion 
LAS VEGAS, Nev; (AP) -- Lyle, 37, came out of Colo- four or less. ' 
Ron Lyle survived a tl/ird- rado State prison to becom(~ Lyle, the 3-1 favorite, was 
a top heavyweight and only 
recently was exonerated ona: unmarked while LeDoux was 
blee~li~ from the nose in the 
,.h.,,,.sec°nd'degree murder fourth,.was cut over the nose 
round knockdown to score a 
split decision Saturday over 
Scott LeDoux and admitted: 
"AS hungry as I am, my total 
existence was threatened." 
Lyle was knocked into the 
ropes and the referee called 
it a knockdown and forced 
the  fighter to take the 
mandatory eight Count. 
"Still I felt, even in that 
third round, that I was 
winning and he just could not 
put me out," Lyle said. 
The awkward LeDoux 
made the fight close all the 
way, but said: "I couldn't 
see the hooks because my 
eye was nearly closed." 
Asked about suggestions 
that Lyle had continued to 
land punches after the bell. 
had rung in several rounds, 
LeDoux replied: "What can 
you say about a guy who has 
llyed his lifestyle?" '. 
charge. 
' After theeight.count i  he in,the fifth and had his right 
third round, LaDoux, 2~,: eye~,.nearly,., closed In the 
eighth, r " k 
followed with a right cross The fight was the .first 
that put the 218-pound Lyle major outing for Lyle since 
into the ropes agai~ being acquitted of criminal 
From' then on, it was a charges in Denver, 
comefrom-bchind effort for Promoter Don King had said 
Lyle and only one point the winner would get a late 
separated the fighters in the fall bout against he winner 
judges' cards at the end, of the Larry Holmes-Earnle 
Judge Art Lurie scored it Shavers fight for the World 
46.45 for Lyle and judge Boxing Council heavyweight 
Harold Bunk saw it 45.44 for championship. 
the winner. Judge Charles 
Minker had it 45-44 for Lyleposted his 25th vic. 
LeDoux. tory against five losses and 
The Associated Press had one draw. LeDoux lost his 
LeDoux ahead 4745. seventh fight in 34 outings, 
Scoring was on the five- The sports puvllion of Cae- 
point must system•in which sar's Palace, which holds 
the winner of a round 4,700, was nearly full for the 
receives five points, the loser nationally televised bout. 
.ON WET COURSE 
Post wins tournament 
ATLANTA (AP) --  10thhole with a birdie while for third place at 215 with 
Canadian Sandra Post  the leader of the first two Creed and Dot Garmain, 
sleshed ever a rain-soaked rounds, Pare Hlggins, both of whom had a closing 
course with a fourunder.par 
69 Sunday and scored a two- 
stroke victory over Pat 
' Bradley in a $100,000 Ladles 
Professional ' Golf 
Association tournament. 
The victory elevated Post, 
from Oakville, Ont., into the 
No. 1 position on this year's 
money list at ~1,758, slightly 
ahead of two players who by- 
passed this tournament, 
Nancy Lopez and JoAune 
Carner. 
Post's 69 left her with a 
nineunder.pur, total of 210 
over the 6,353-yard, par-73 
Br0okfield West Country 
• Club course. 
Post, now living in Florida, 
played most of her round in a 
steady, drizzling rain 
following a 47-minute rain 
delay earlier in the day. 
She took the lead on the 
bogeyed the hole to fall one 
shot behind. 
Post followed with a bogey 
at 11 but then turned the 
event into a runaway when 
she birdied 12 and 13, taking 
a four-shot advantage over 
Bradley and veteran Clifford 
Ann Creed. 
Bradley had an op- 
portunity to make a run 
down the, stretch, barely 
missing a 25-fnot putt at 16 
and then using three putts 
from 70 feet away for a par 
on the 17th., • 
The  u l.timate .ma rgi, of 
victory came when Post 
bogeyed the final hole, 
• Hi.~', .~,a veteran iham- 
p~i~d~by tendiidtis in both 
:elbows, fell aport on the beck. 
side with four bogeys, a 
double-bngey and one birdie 
to finish in a thren-way tie 
73. Higglns finished' with a 
75. 
Bradley had a llnal.i'ound 
70 to take second-place 
money of $10,000. 
Three others were grouped 
at 216 - -  three-time winner 
Jane Blalock .and Jan 
Stepheason, both with 74s, 
and longshot Amelia Rorer, 
who had a 75. 
The tournament officially 
was named the Lady 
' Michelob. 
Post, who earlier won the 
Dinah Shore event for the 
second straight year, thus 
moved within 1360 el her 
prize money for the entire 
1978 season. The 30-year-cld 
professional made this her 
fifth Career victory, ifl. 
cluding the 1968 LPGA 
championship in her rookie 
season .  
Bullets. f ight ing off  
pray "" " "" • e , H ! m , l n a t l o n  
forward Larry Kenon 
picking up his third personal 
with 2:55 to go in the first 
quarter and two-time NBA 
scoring champion George 
Gervin getting his third with 
9:25 remaining in the second 
period. 
With tbose two on the 
bench, the Spurs' attack 
fizzled late in the first half 
and Washington outgcored 
San Antonio 14-4 over the 
final 5:28 to lead 5348 at 
halftime. Hayes led the 
Bullets with 14 points and 10 
rebounds in the half while 
BaHard, a reserve forward, 
contributed 10 points and six 
rebounds, all in the second 
quarter. 
The Bullets outscored San 
Antonio 9-3 at the start of the 
second half to widen the lead 
to 62-51 with 8:43 to go in the 
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) - -  
The defending champion' 
Washington Bullets, led by 
Elvin Hayes' 24 points and 22 
rebounds, fought off 
elimination from the 
Nat iona l  Basketba l l  
Association playoffs with a 
107-103 victory over San 
Antonio Spurs Sunday. 
The Spurs lead the best-of- 
seven semi.final series 3-2 
and will get another chance 
to wrap it up Wednesday 
night in San Antonio. A 
seventh game, if necessary, 
will be played here Friday 
night. 
Five other Washington 
• players scored in .double 
figures. Kevin Grevey had 
23, Tom Henderson 16, Grog 
Ballard 15, Bobby Dandridge 
13 and Wcs Unseld 12. 
The Spurs ran into early 
foul trouble with all-star 
SONICS.SUNS 
third period. And, just 3½ 
minutes later, Kenon was 
forced back to the bench with 
his fifth l~rsonal foul 
Washington led 84-70 going 
into the final period before 
Gervin, who bed not scored a
basket since the opening 
-minute of the second 
quarter, sank four quick 
shots to help San Antonio 
cl05e the gap to 92-88 with 
5:30 to play. 
But that was as close as 
the Spurs could come until 
the final seconds as Hayes 
scored seven points and 
Henderson four in the final 
five minutes to keep the 
Bullets in front. 
Gervin scored 17 points in 
San Antonio's futile fourth. 
quarter rally and finished as 
the Spurs' leading scorer 
with 25. Kenon added 22 and 
James Silea had 15. 
Each have won three 
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - -  
Gas Williams connected on 
16-foot shot with 52 seconds 
remaining to put Seattle in 
front for the first time in the 
final period and allow the 
SuperSonics to edge Phoenix 
Suns 106-105 and even their 
NBA Western Conference 
series 3-3 Sunday afternoon. 
Williams, a 6-foot.2 guard, 
had narrowed the Phoenix 
lead to 105-104 wi[h 1:22 left 
as he made two of three 
crucial free throws. 
The Suns turned the ball 
. over on their next 
and elected to bring the bell astray, allowing Seattle to 
in from the end of the court triumph. 
instead of the belf-court, but The deciding ame in the 
they turned it over with 41 best-of.seven series will be 
seconds remaining as for- played in Seattle. The victor 
ward Walter Davis, 26 will go on to medt he winner 
points, was charged with of the San Antonio- 
walking. Washington conference 
The Suns came up with a 
rebound from the other end 
of the court after Williams 
missed a shot from around 
the foul line. 
After another Suns' time. 
ou~, Davis missed a basket, 
but the Suns got the hell out 
of bounds under their basket 
series. 
Williams wound up with 18 
points, although Seattle got 
23 from Dennis Johnson 
while Jack Sikma had his 
best scoring output of the 
series with 21 points. Sth- 
ma's 10 rebounds was high 
for the game as Seattle beat 
out the Suns on the boards 43- 
possession, setting up with one second left. When 27. 
Williams' go-ahcad bucket, they finally threw the ball it, High scorer for Phoenix 
106-105. they got it to Garfield Heard, was Paul Westphal with 29 
The Suns took a time-out whose 17-foot attempt went points. 
U'S. wins their first 
championsh ip  since 57 
SEOUL (AP) -- Carol 
Blazejowski scored 25 points 
and Nancy Lieberman 
collected 13 as the United 
States won its first world 
women's  basketba l l  
championship since t957 by 
defeating previously un- 
beaten Canada 77-61 Sunday 
in the final game. 
The Americans entered 
the final day with a 4-1 won- 
lost record while the 
Canadians had won all five 
previous games and needed 
only to hold the U.S, winning 
margin down to 12 points to 
clinch the championship. 
The United State,, had lest 
to host South Korea by 12 
points in the opening ame of 
the seventeam final round 
and Canada had defeated the 
Korea~ by 13 points. 
As a rosult~ of Canada's 
loss to the U.S. team, the 
host Korean team placed 
second after it defeated Italy 
63-56, South. Korea and 
Canada each had 5-1 records, 
.but Canada placed third on 
point difference. 
The Americans, silver 
medalists in the 1976 Mort. 
trenl Olympics, opened an 
early 13-6 lea d and, as the 
game progressed, there was 
no question about who would 
win-- only about he winning 
margin. 
The U.S. had a 47-33 ad. 
vantage arly in the second 
half. With four minutes to 
play, the margin was 
reduced to 71-61, 
# 
Managers in: 
!short supply 
,OI~AWA (CP) -- Canada foruedtolesvethe country." 
~(eon a serious short, ago of Opportunities t,~ maunga- 
.t~tyemlly.trained nuumprs meat studies have improved 
Which may det~ improved conEidornbly in the ln t  
emmmie performancb, says decade, but there is stma 
the mad of man qem~nf 1o~1, way to gO, nays 
s_tudiea, t  the Un i~f~:~.  C~rksam. 
,'n~'omo. '" :~;" There are 43 unlvoreltios 
• ManClarknun, mqting ~in which ~'ilvo dogroes in 
the latest lmuo of'the'~m- maungamant or ad. 
~oren~o Dcerd'e q|m'tesly ndaistrative studies In the 
revtow, uye Canadian country, seven of thorn with 
busineu ~as been liko a doctors' prngrama. 
parasite, Telylng on 
graduate schools in the 
United 8tales to provide 
higher education in  
management, 
"The first step towarde a
sdutlon would be i'm. both 
bminesa and govornment to 
M ~  that he subject of 
university management 
education 1, a serious 
rational concern and that it 
represents a significant 
problem in tam, of 
Canada's future develop. 
mast," Clarimon seys. 
Hla article underlines a 
pe~ed out by the 
oudc Councilor Canada 
Mat fall in its fifteenth an. 
real revlowi A Time for 
Reason. The government 
edyh~'y'agan~y sald: 
"This (our analysis) 
aqUeltE to ue the am. 
pamnce of offum not only 
to re~ the skill level of 
Canadl~nlabor, but imbapa 
~nore lmi~0rtant the level of 
managerial training and 
Im,~ho w ,, 
""~e'v~r~, montM lain the 
Science Com~fl of Canada 
made a elmllar races. 
mandetiun i its publication: 
Forging the Links; A 
Teelmcloi~ Pcliay for Can. 
ads. The council cald: 
"S]panlai attention must be 
paid to the trsini~ of new 
ganerattona of innovators 
and entrepreneurs." 
Clarkson says one root of 
the problem lies in the scant 
atNation paid by  univer- 
sities to management 
education in the 19See and 
lM0e. 
In 1969, when the third 
Canadian doctorate in 
Latut enrolment ip,ran 
show that 13 ~r  cent of all 
university students in 10'/8 
applied for management 
programs. However, lees 
than five par ~ent of the 
tonchin~ staffs at Canadian 
uaivomities were profesaors 
of management e~dies and 
unly three to four per cunt of 
theh', bndgeis were elleented 
to these activities. 
Mena~ment educatiou 
and rsacarch at Canadian 
univorelUes have been and 
still are under/~ndod and the 
v,~ut in tem~ of gradunNa 
continue to lag. way 
behind the United 6tatel by. 
any measure of com. 
psrlaon." 
He predicts the altuatiun 
willgetwme as univerelttos 
axe for~ed to tighten their 
budgets in response to 
deoreasad provincial fun* 
dlA~other problem la that 
meat orches end textho~u 
m from the United States. 
Of the apprm~matoly soO 
do~toral graduates now 
teaching management 
courses in Canadian 
universities, 70 per cent are 
U,S.-t~ed, 
Clarkson ~ys there are no 
Causdlaa tcatbcelu on such 
crucial subjects as businasa- 
g c~roOVernment relations, the 
le of boards of di- 
corporate organ- 
ization or  social respon- 
sibility og the cerporations. 
He offers no solutions to 
the shortage of maungoment 
graduates, forecasting that 
the problem will persist for 
some time. 
management s udies was . He calls on the federal and 
being awarded by the peovtndal governments to 
Univomlty of Western On- trcatnmmgemontnducatlon 
lario in London (the only as an important naifonal 
echoolwithanchaprogram), concern. After ~m in.depth 
the~e were 496 PhD analysis of the pzchlem, the 
graduetse,~.~ the Unite~ ,, tWo .levels ~f government 
state.. ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~, S l~d~ the ~onel0sim 
"Caundl~/~vlio'~ed t~":* that lne~e~! investment in
take postgradunto studies in better mausgars i essential, 
maugamont were almost Clarkecn says. 
Gas shortage 
hampers holiday 
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sirlke drag gr_!ng on INCO 
, , " . " , , 
SUDBURY, Ont, (CP) other corporations have cenls-an,hour of prolonging the dis~to, 
-- Tbere la no end in olght nq|otiated with the in the second and third sa~d it is Obvious the 
to the hitter elght.month steelworkers' union, years, company and union still 
strike at Inco Metals Co. "It la my feeling that an Base pay at Inco before have a lot to talk about. 
following the:workers' agreement will come theeM(ewas~anhonr, 
rejection Saturday of a abontwhenlucoseriou~y . plus a re-santo.an.hour 
.propo~d contract 
~ ant. 4ovon per oont 
almt 9,600 members 
Local "6SO0, United 
Steelworkers of America, 
rejected the contract 
which had been described 
~ea u~ spekonman ea 
one ever 
in the nickel 
Gllchriat, ehid 
union spokesman, said he 
did not expect the 
mombmhip to reject he 
contract. He said he 
would talk to provindal 
mediates about 
sre~m~ng nngotlatlom. 
towart Cooke, chid 
mgo~t~ for the union, 
said the results of the vote 
indloate the depth of 
fcellng the workers have 
about lame, 
In a p red 
statement, Cooke nre~tbe 
workers feel that the 
company hie withheld 
~rum them benofila that 
accepts the ;~eprsaen. 
tatiun made by tim union 
on ti~ workers behalf," 
Cooke said, 
Cooke called the meet 
recent oomlmny proposal 
inadequate, :saying it 
'lacks a schedule for cast. 
of-alvin8 allowance pay.' 
meats, • im~lun , Im. 
i=ovemonts, wages and 
full implementation of the 
union's Job ewlu'~tlon 
~gram, 
Inco spokesman 
eald the company was 
disappointed with the 
rejection and added that 
the strike has hurt the 
company's employees, 
Sudbury r~on and the 
company. 
The eirtheru, who voted 
at several ~ pealing 
stations, rejeoted ithe 
contract by a vote of 6,463 
to 4,066. 
The alp'eemant in. 
eluded an immediate, 
acre~-the.bonrd incruue 
of el cants an hour and 10- 
c~t-of.llving allowance, 
Under the :i~"ol~d 
contract, the workers 
were to re~flva 11 coat.of. 
living allowanoe pay. 
meats durllM the life 
the contract. Union of. 
flclala s~id the contract 
would give workers a 
'tom hourly increase of 
~.SO in w~as and 
benaflls over the three- 
ysg ? tive 
agr~mont to end the 
*strike, which started lut 
Sept. 16 when 11,700 work. 
om walked off their JObs, 
wu reached May e in 
Tm.onto. 
Althengh the contract 
wsa reonnunendnd by 14 
of thole union neotintsrk 
members indicated at 
three stormy meetinga 
last week that in view of 
the length of the strike, 
the contract wu not good 
enough, 
Mayor Jim Gordun, 
who earlier accused Into 
• "We have to get 
together as a community 
and do everyth~ we can 
to support one another," 
Gordon said. 
Prank Muslcel, 
president of 8udbury and 
District Chamber of 
Commerce, enid credit 
will probably be t~hter 
following the rejection. 
Leading companies and 
banks had been lenient 
and sympathetic to the 
d.t of the strikers, he 
"Let's Just hope they 
can continue to help the 
worke~," Muelcel said. 
" I  expect some buel- 
nasson wiN 8o bankrupt 
B~tor the strike." 
e m- Tom Dcavis, cal~g'llt,e looking miner, 
hard to say what the 
rejection will get the 
workeR, 
"But what he hell, two 
more mmba Isn't gdng 
to make any more def. 
foresee now." 
Women said to be 
better on tables 
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP~ Krebs says that although 
-- When it comes to choosing he was trained in Europe, 
where men hold the top jobs between men and women to 
wait on table, area 
restaurateurs seem to prefer 
hiring women. 
"Women seem to have a 
better way of getting along 
with people," says Henry 
Krebs, owner of the All Baba 
Steak House in Waterloo, 
Ont, 
"Women are much more 
relaxed, Male waiters are 
too stiff." 
Krebs says some older pa. 
arena may still want that 
kind of formal, aloof service, 
lout meet persons under 40 
want a more relaxed, in. 
formal approach. 
Last summer, the Ontario 
Human Rights Commission 
conducted a survey of 20 
Toronto hotels and found 
that 94 per cent of dimu$. 
room staff members were 
men,  
But in coffee shops, 63 per 
cent of the serving staff were 
women. 
After the survey, some To. 
, ronto restaurateurs said 
women don't have the 
training needed to do the 
Jobs required by larger 
dining-rooms, 
in restaurants, he has 
changed his mind totally 
over the years about women 
in the restaurant business. 
Bill Lucas, assistant 
manager of the .Walper 
Hotel, says the hotel "has 
had waitresses for the past 
35 years and wouldn't rade 
them for anyone lse.'/' 
And Dan Frei, owner and 
maitre d' of the Swiss Castle 
Inn in Kitchener, says the 
reason his establishment 
employs women "is because 
it's easier to find gida then 
men,"  ' 
"But I choose my girls for 
their persoriality. Then I 
train them. Girls wc have 
had here for five years are 
Just as good as anywaiters." 
Frei notes that personality 
is Just as Important. ea 
profassiotmllsm. 
"You can get a snippy 
waiter and a very charming 
waitress. Men want instant 
tips but the girls are willing 
to learn and wait;" ° 
Krebs says part of the 
reason for that attitude may 
be the type of training men 
and women bring to the Job. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
i 
. , ,s  OONTRAOTIN6 i MR, BUSINESSMAN', I Furniture Repair I 
J i t r rL l l tnu i :  ngrA ina  i I ~ "  Restorations, Hopo Chests i - -  
I hClUetteSt. Terrne, neon l cust0m Made Furniture Refinishing I Thus Spaoe Is Reserved 
I I.il 6onora, Building Contracting J 
I m. . -  I For Your Ad, 
WILF I I~D HO~U~ ~ i 2610 Kalum St. Terraoei 
ill i 
- -~ortDage insurance 
--Business Insurance 
--Educational Funds  
.~.:, ~, ~ ~:~ ~ "~'_~" 
Brian Montpmery 
Representative 
Business A4anu~ILife euslnees 
635.9236 "l~e Manufacturers Ufe Insurance Company 635.9236, 
• Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential • Industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
= ::~iPLUMBING & HEAT INGLTD . . . . .  
~~ ~:7'!Ufi que Bathrbom Ooutlqu#" '. 
443(, LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C, VOG 4'[15 OR 635.9330 
Install • Service Gas, Wood • O41 Furnacas 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SAN D~GO, CallL (AP) areu requiring long drives SERVING TERRAOE & KITIMAT ~ ~  u~;L~J f f~@)  
- -Fro.  many parses In trom the cities reportod light OPEN 
iPmclinestorved Southern crowds, while beacheseaslly ' 
California, Mother's Day roached by public tran- 7 DAYS A WEEK ,~ ..vice ON ,.L picK.v,A,voa,ve.: 
vlaits depended on whether 'epertation were Jammed. To Serve You ~@ MAKES OF T.V.'| 
Moan lived leee than a tank- Motorists ganl~ up for Warranty I~pot for SERVICE 
lul away. the weekend created long Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, .. 
More than 90 per cent d HneupaThurndayandFriday WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 Sylvania 
the region's ,ory!ce , ta.~ in the face of an Auto Club 4438 Lakelse 635-2104 MEN.- SAT, S a.m.. S p.m. .BROCK FUGER 39. OLD LAK|LS[ LAKE DRIVE 
wereEisewhore lncl°esd SundaY.the eauntry, centPrediotionthatoniyeightperof the arc 's gas YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE ~ Lakelse 635.4543 &la.E3e7 TERRACE, a.C,' 
the gasoline crunch ap- stations would be open. 
pearnd to be lem severe, Those which were pus. 
with moot ,isNa repm.ti~ pingStmdayattrectsdscores . m I GLACIEH c lon~ ranging from so per ~ automobiles, but there ~ 
~tto.or~ fu, a Sund,y w,re no in~d.to -~nd P IE MAL  
But in California, the first as driven appeared in. 
etatotoinltituteanndd-evon crcaeingly resigned to PRE-FAB GREENHOUSES I L ,~, 4418 Lesion Avenue 
ga.ohae rationing pus, the w~ Xm Anselm ra~o $108 and up i A ,~"  Terrace, B,C, lack of fuel apparently 
womptnd even more people stations relayed informauuu 
th~ normaitotel~hone on m o~. gas stotion, to BAKKERS MODULAR STROOTORES I s 
riskM°ther'SrunningDaYoutratherd gas.than llneupallstenerSwereandreportedPre'dawnagain Phone 638.1768 evemngs" " or "1 S ~Ov A - 
• Despits warm tern- sunday, as they had been I Complete_ G lass .and  
peratures and sunny skies, during the first few days of View at 3961 Dobie St. [ Alumznum Servsce 
parks and other recreation the odd-even rationing 
' ay l ton l .  ' IA12"~147 i 
Fi . .d  rst motomts kced preblems .~ I I similar to the Califor~ans, 
body " . . . . ,o , . . , . , . . , -  _ leaners  Ltd SMALL APPL IANCES.  LAWN MOWERS. clesed, cempared with leas • RENOVATINg. BICYCLES. ETC. I 
found " .,o.""  " °"  -,.'-> ,o , , , ,  , ,s,  ,, , I 
~or,~. repe~ abe.t so c . , , , . . o  I Ban  man OnlimJto 
UALV~TON, Tax. (AP) per cent of the service 2 LOCATIONS I 
--Divers bettll~ choppy stations closed Sunday, and 
seas on Sunday found the the American AutomobUe 4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mall | 
body of one of eight men Association reported that (Next to Mr. Mikes) I C~li BILLor DALE ' 3943Mountalnvlaw I 
Gulf of Mexico. ' ' were open compared with 85 
The U.8. Coast G,,o~d then per cent three weeks ago. 
Drivers in Minnesota had called off the search fur the 
ether missing men, saying 
that there was l i t t le 
llkelihond of finding Bur. 
vivors, 
Divers found the body on 
the s in  desk of the sub- 
merged rig, He was not 
identified. 
The men have been 
mlsalng sln~e a support lq  
@llapaed Thuruday night, 
toppling the 1,-S00-ton 
' l~m.  I platform into the 
water about SO kllometres 
• weet of Oalvmton. It now ls 
rearing IS metres below the 
surface. 
Twice the underwater 
i t ches  were suspended by 
intm'mlttont spells of rainy. 
weather, rough |usa alto 
. 
nOe]•re•sreblems and offlcink tod.o waning of Pre-Teoh Eleotronios En|ineerin| Nation. 
The Autombtie Club of SERVINOTERRACEK KIT IMAT 
New York reported "only a 
slight inconvenience" to We Service All Commercial & Home Entertainment 
weekend rivers nnd despite Appliances Including Microwave 
some closingl or ealon llmito Warranty Depot 
"motoristo should be ebla to Sanyo Soundulgn, Kenwood 
get the ps  they need." Merle Electraphonlc 
In Denver, member gas Hammond CartlfledTechnlclen 
station operators have 
decided not to shut down ~INKALUM 435-5134 
their stotl~s next weekend, 
the Colorado Petroleum 
Retailers Association an- 
on. .~Tbea- .®nment I II 
followed word from the 
~Uce dep.rtmm ~t  it 
will eonsidek anti-trust 
action if the widespread 
dminga take place. _ i 
OASH ,-TAX 
BILLS TAX SERVICE 
4920 HALLIWELL AVENUE TERRACE 
10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Phone 636.3971 
V 2 " 4717 WALSH AVE. 
PHONE 658.1468 TERRACE, B.C. 
Ca l l  us  a t  635-6357 9 to  5 
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TERRAGE DRUGS LT.. 
330,? Kalum 636-7274 
1/' tam/ns 
and 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 word's or less $2.00 per 
Insartlon. Over 20 words $ 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.53 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertloo chsrged for 
whether run or not. 
• Absolutely no refunds after 
ad hoe been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1978 
Single Copy 
. . . .  ; , :,~., :., ~... , 
t ~ 
, , ,  • . . . . . . , . ,  . , '  . ; 
, ". ~ . ;  . . .  , .# :  
• ,  '~  '. . "  / i , : ' -  ' :~  . . . . .  ' /  ? .  
Must be made before 2nd 
Imertloo. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7s cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 ¢onte par agate line, 
Minimum charge $5.00 par 
Inaertlon. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
¢1.60 per column Inch. 
39. MARINE ' 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per llne per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
pebllcatlor, day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of aS.00 on I l l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP .  
TIQNS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted wlthln one month. 
95.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
41. MACHINERY 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks $,50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
32. 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m, 
et the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for ban. 
dl¢rafts 
• Day care tar w0rklng 
people. 
• Drop-In for compenslonshlp 
& coffee. 
Monday thru Frldey 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Sknenavlew Lodge. 
6~.2:1M. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
MIlls Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
51ceena Health Unit 
3219-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
6354307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vert lser requesting space 
that the Ileblllty of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish' an advertisement 
or In the event of an error.*, 
appearing In the ad-' 
vert lsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
~amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct  Insertion for the 
partlon of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
' liability teeny event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
Terrace" Church Of God IS 
openlng a prlvale school 
The Annual General Meatlng. 
and Election of officers "of 
20c by your Health Unit Staff: the Terrace Figure Skating called "Terrace Christian 
CHILD HEALTH CON- Clubwlll be held on Monday, Academy'~ beginning Sap. 
Ey Carrier mth 3.00 FERENCES: May 29th at 7:30 p,m. in the tembor 1979. Grades K in .  
• By Carrier year 33.00 Held weekly at the Health Senior Citizens Ro~m at the dargarten to grade 12 In. 
ByMall  3mth15.00 Unit every Tuesday from erene. Fermorelnformation duslue.Theformatusadwll l  
ByMall  6mth2S.00 1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone ideals phone ¢15-'2391. {no. be the ~¢coleratod,Chrlstlan 
By Mall year 45.00 for an appointment. 22M) . . . .  , . .  Edurdltlon. Anyone desiring 
SanlorCItlzen year20.00 Held at the Thornhli l  
Elementary School on the Anglican C ia i r~ Wome-. Infermntlon please call  
British Commonwealth and fourth Fr iday at every KiUmat wil l  hold I"  giant Robert: L. White at 631.1561 LOCAL ESTABLISHED 
Unltud States of Amerlca one month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. rummage eale.FHday;'May, ~ write In care of Box 31 CONTRACTING 
18 at 9:~0 a.m'. 'to noon.. Of- Terrace B.C. VBG 4A2. (NC. COMPANY 
year 55.00 Please phone for an ap. fared for sale gOOd ;use({ 20June) requires on accounts 
polntment, payable person. Ap- 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. Babysltters who bring doth l~,  hotmd~old'itema, " Chapter No. 85 pllcant must he mature, 
VaG 2M9 children must have parents bookJi toys. DonaUolB a l l  be  Order of the Eutern  Star responsible, have con. 
• Ideked up. ' . .,. ,,, ,.. a~ l  bake sale on Friday, experience and wr i t ten consent for Im. structlon 
HOME DELIVERY munhatlon. Kildaia 632.6440, ' a thorough knowledge of . . . .  ." M~ 18 at.1 p m at the Terrace&District ADULT CLINICS, ' Necbako 63:b~916(NC.IILM)--~ . = r - : . .  . . . , -~. x~¢raea ¢;O.Op. All proceeon al l  off ice procedures• 
Thornhll l&Dlstrlct These are held at the Health The .~nnuai " ]B~I !  ]PU i l~ forthecaneerproJeets. (NC- Please apply In writing 
Phone635-6357 UnltonMonctsy, Wednesclay DayTea" ferSen lerC IUNu II!M)." .... ' . Including a complete 
and Friday from 3.,1:10 p.m, o( the arm Will :take place ' \ . ~ . - . - - ~  resume to: 
by appointment only; ' WedneedayJune 8, 19'/9. at ' l l~elaldiea Auxi l iary'of the Box 1195 
The Herald reserves the PRENATAL CLASSES the" Elks; Hall .on .Sparkl Royal' :Canadian Legion TerrsceHerald 
right to classify ads under Classes are held throughout Street from 2 p.m. to 4'p.m. Branch i3, are holding their Terrace, B.C. 
appropriate headings and to the year at Intervals for spensared by the l id im o f  Sprh~Smorgubord  at the (cffn.11.4-79) 
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SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held st 4612 Grleg Avenue. 
Hserlng tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabl l l tst lon done by 
consultant. 
Kitimat A.A. Construction 
Group in Kltlmat: telephone 
432.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays . Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Meetings e: 30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmot General Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meetings - Tuesdays 
.9:00 p.m. United Church 
(nc) 
Presently showing at the 
Kltlmat Museum are mostly 
local photographs by 
Michael Leclerc and Sheldon 
Reid. 
Come and have a new look 
at old familiar things. 
In addit ion a stamp 
display is being shown on 
loan from Ottawa. 
(nc.18m) 
The Terrace Concert 
Assoclstlon annual general 
meeting will be  held on 
Thursday, May 24th In the 
Calodonla Lecture Theatre 
at 8 p.m. All those persons 
who bought 79.79 seasons 
tickets are eligible to par• 
tlclpate In the election of 
officers for the coming 
season .  
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
BINGOS 
Tuesday, MaY 1-ReSular 
ma l l  bingo 
Sunday, May 13 Giant Bingo 
Tuesday, May 2~.regumr 
small bingo 
Sunday, May 27 Giant bingo 
Doors open at 7:S0 p,m. at 
Thornldll Community Hall. 
For further Information gall 
635.4~6 (nc-2SM) 
Needed Immediately 
0iroulation Manager 
Must have ability to work 
with young people. This is a 
full time career opportunity, 
call today for appointment, 
Daily Herald 635-6357 
l !  I 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Avallsblel 
Phone 6354636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. L'~!ted 
Church. 
Man. 8 p.m. - Ala~non . 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. (no.tin) 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-4621 Lakelse - 635-3907' 
Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. - S p.m. or phone 
anyt ime: Lisa 635-3164, 
Carol 635.S13~ (no.fin) 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
63143181 
any donations of good, clean • 
clothing, any household WANTEDDONATIONS 
Items, toys etc. for their The Three Rivers Workshop 
THRIFT SHOP. for the Handicapped are 
For pickup service phone looking for donations of any 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave old, broken or used pieces of 
donations at the Thrift Shop furniture, also eny discarded 
on Lazelle Avenue on wood products we could use 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. for recycling or renovating. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. end 3 p.m., we wlll try 
INCHESAWAYCLUB to make arrangements for 
Meet every Tuesday night at pickup. 
8 In the Skeane Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 'PR EGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
ladlesSllm Line Club meets Call Birthr ight for an 
Monday evening- -6 :30 al ternat ive to abortion. 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church  Phone 632.460:! anyt ime.  
basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Nechako Centre• 
Must sell t0 Good Home. I0 
month old pure-bred male 
Malamute. This dog needs 
lots of room to run & plenty 
of affection. All shots, etc. 
Best of health. Inquire to 624- 
6984. Prince Rupert between 
6 and 7. (C3-16M) 
A grass mower for an U or 12 
lip Sears Garden Trator. 
Phone 635-6700 (PS-1SM) 
Wanted to buy: 2nd hand 20- 
38 HP motor. Phone 635-6263. 
(CS-15M~ 
1976 - 24 foot Fiberform 
Marc. 233 HP. 2 wiper, rod 
holders, dual  horn, tr im 
tabs, compass, galley pack, 
anchor pack, toilet, 8 foot 
Pioneer dinghy, CB & an. 
Senna. 1977 H.D. Trailer. 
Flying bridge. 635-4777. 
(ctfn.25A) 
For Sale: ~24' Fiberform 
boat. Fully equipped. In- 
cluding trailer $12,500 632- 
3758 (p2-14m) , .  
Forsale: 16 foot square back 
canoe. Complete with 2 HP 
Johnson motor. Paddies & 2 
dire jackets. Phone 638-1661. 
(C5-14M) 
1976 24it Flborform Mere 233 
HP. 2 wiper, rod holders, 
dual Iorn, trim tabs, com- 
pass galley pack, toilet, 8 ft. 
Pioneer dinghy, CB & an- 
tenna. 
1977 HD Trai ler Flying 
Bridge. (cffn.1-5.79) 
Director's Report Program residential and commercla, with round corner. Very 
Direetm"s. Repart~nada a! l rm systems, i good condition. $200 63,5.250'; F0R SALE ~ 
.Works Re~rts  3~00 p~m. .~ . . .  "-635.9700 1 (p3-14m) 420 JD winch, Blade & 
coffee bronk3.501nm~Ue,;t .I(p-14M) : i  ' " i ~ .  'Canopy. Runs good.plus 3 ¢_..',.__ ~,...;. -'o'-'_..;.:. ~ " . . e'er sale: 1 unestenlela, 1
.IJcaa~r-~Ju=mt OpIIILM[*. ~' ~ ~ " .....  :- "~'~- • ^** ' - " " '  ~ m,,nths axle_Goose.neck, t ra i le r .  
' "  s t  ~, " ' , " "  i ' '  ' ~ ' t l¢ l i s l  • V~WI I~ Ia l I ,  ~ V Gue Speaker S.00 p.m• Hat . HARLY S PAINTING " "^~a ~.- - . * , ,a  ,,M,,o e~ 
Suppe prepared by Ker. &DECORATING c.. ; . . ,  t^. e~ m.~ne ~ 
mode's Ladies Auxiliary. • FreeEstima:es ~r ,~ '~t '~-"~ 'n '~ ~ and"9 (C10-14M) 
"SOCIAL EVENING '~ (NC' • . Phone . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . .  
Family Play."Androules and 
the  L ion"  by Travel lers 
Theatre, Friday, May 11 and 
Saturday, May 12 at $ p.m. In 
the Terrace Little Theatre. 
Advance tickets at McColl's 
Real Estate. 
For sale: 3 bedroom house, 
full basement partly 
finished. Fireplace, located 
close to schools, in a new 
.subdivision. Interested 
parties only please call 635- 
3627 for appointment to view. 
( P5-15M )
Responsible, working couple . 
requires 2 bedroom house. 
Have well mannered Irish 
Setter. Interested in long 
term rental. Rent with option 
to buy 8:30 - 4:30 Monday~' 
Friday call 635-6255 Local 52. 
Weekends or after 5 can '8- 
1080 (Cffn 4-8.79) 
' t Wanted to rent bachelor ap, 
or room for immedidte oc- 
cupancy. Contact the 
Manager of Saan Steres,Ltd. 
• Phone 635-2786 or Sandman 
Motor Hotel 5.9151 ask for P. 
blarte]. (Cffn-7-5-79) 
Working couple with well 
trained small dog wishes to 
rent immediately with option 
to purcha£e house or trailer. 
Phone 638-1840 (P3-14Ml 
$5,500 or wil l  sell separately. 
Phone 849-5459 S. Hazelton. 
n,m. (PS-14M) 
RETAIL Ol~ 
OFFICE SPACE 
2 stores, total of 2800 sq•: ft. 
Can be separated to 1400 sq. 
ft. areas. In choice locations 
on Lazells Shopping Centre, 
Terrace, B.C. 635-3576 or 255- 
1939 Vancouver. (ctfn-23-4- 
79) 
For rent 900 s.q• ft. air- 
conditioned main floor office 
space, Separate street level 
entrance. Four year old 
building. Prime loc.ation,.0ff- 
street parking, Telephone 
Mrs• Simpson 635-6595, 9 
a,m, to 5 p,~, Wp~days•~ 
(c~.,.L~.~I . ~ii;~!~:~, 
WAREHOUSE and  
Reta i l  Space  
June 1) I ' 
KI"SMEN e,NGO 
MaY, 36,11~9. ~ • 
TOtal 16 Games 
Dooropan 6:30 .. 
Game S p,m. 
Terrace Arena . . . .  
For further information 
phone 6. .2m i ' ,, 
(nc.26,S,791 
Lunch with lena  Cam- 
• 638-1095 
.. ~ (p4;5-78) 
GEMINI  E}(CAVATING 
, / LTO.  
., (Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Houri,/& Contra~ 
(¢ f f l  419.3479 anytime 
SKE ENA COLORS 
• i . . .  Residential 
For Sale: one 1965 In- 
ternatlonsl Tandem, one 
Rambler H.top, one 1968 
Ford Falcon 4 dr Sedan and 
Garage Sale May 12 & 19. 
3955 McNeil, Terrace, In- 
dudes car, truck parts for 
Ford & Rambler household 
Items, tools, bike carrier, 5 
ton truck wheel rims, fires 
etc. Phone 635.3.566 (C15. 
22M) 
pagnolo Tuesday, May lSth Commercial Painting 
12no0n - 2 p.m. i t  Cam- • , 
paig~ol0 Cain~i~n Phone ~. Im 
Headquartm in the Skeeaa 
Mall. $1,00" pat  permi, (at4) 
everyone welcome, (nc.lSm) 'AEL E 
ChucklGIrord will be In ' : I 'ELECTRIC LTD. MOTORCYCLES 
- , Etsctflral 
Concert at the R.E.M. Lee . ,  Refr.igeratioo 400 Yamaha Endure. New 
Theatre, Terrace --MAY 14, . ; ">Servl(:e •" engine, good condition. 
1979. ' $I,200 OBO. Phone 638-103," i: In;,tallatlon 
Kl t lmat at the, Mount ... and,contracting•., after 5 p.m. (stfn-tfn) 
Elizabeth High School• May . 6~.8176" For Sale: 19"/7 250 Enduro. 
13, 1979. (oc27•14M) /,. (¢t!.12M) " . " : Excellent condition. 635-9750 
Are yon Interuted in Co .  (pS-17m) 
operatives? Do you know 
. how they function? i Are you 
aware of their history, their 
effect on 8oclety theli ' • l ,  adytodo housekeeping 
phil~ophy and go~.... Well twice we~ekly, 3 hrs, per day. 
~ome on out and see some Phone63S-4318(C3-15M) 
For Sale: 1 tricycle $25.00, 1 
herbie townhouae $15.00, 1 
free films onMay 24 at 7:00 -. boys soccer shoes. All like 
new. Phone 635.9288 (P3- p.m. in the Senior citigens Junior, intermediate and 14MI 
Room "of ' the  Terrace senior. Preference wiW be 
Arena.,. NO CHARGE!!~ given ;to applleanta •with Camper stove for sale and 3 
Pr~eP.!:.. _ . _  prior offl~e'nnd aeeounti,g way fridge; gss-electrie- 
"n~emmstooesnown are:, propane, never been used~ . .  ,m. , . . . . , , .  experience, who are enrolled 
- .n~ tMJA~m,~tSy~: - or will carol in a recognized Phone 635-2888. (PS-15M) 
u alg.ar.y eo-o.per..Itsve accounting program and 
mmmauun promoum e co- who, ~re.seeking ful l  time 1 pair stereo headphones, 1 
operative• alternative to  ~rb~nent  emnloyment We pair ~aled-bcam headllghte, 
• - , l~ .a  vi.etlm.emt0me¢_ of', df 'e~compet i [ i~ seasides X pair Ranger oof racke and 
prwam ousmem• "me mm ~,L~a ~,,,,m~ and ..... ~"-" l auto bug screen, Phone538- 
iuelUdee an examilBUon of. canditions and ~m~mH~mltv 1508 after 5 (p3-14m) 
co-operative t;inci ia. , - " " - ' - -  " " " t dlf" p Im . for ndvaneemont. Please 
u )o~a.  ~.ereut typas~ reply, infuileonfldeaee, wlth For Sale: I SIMSON- 
.e .o -operst ,ves: . , .  aria a written resume to either: MAXWELL6cylisderdiesel 
||iustratea me aimrenee Mr J G McM,,n- C A with 25 K.V.A. I phase 110- 
~.tween_.ec .o~,  a.tivee !nd Carly~ ~hepher~'~o.' • 220 volts STAMFORD 
Alternator 
uu,~rTHE~rp.r,,t,mS,ANNACKS: - Chartered Accountants i CATERPILLER 6 cylinder 
Eskimos in Northern. (blebae 4M8 Lakelee Avenue diesel with 2S K.V.A. I phase 
or  
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IP8 
Mr. C.R. Shepherd, C.A. 
MCarlyle Shepherd &Co. 
Chartered A¢cetmtanta 
• 277 City Centre 
Kitimat, B,C. 
V8C 1'1'6 (A2-I4M) 
Architectural Draftsmav 
with experience 6,%-2626 (AI- 
~.I7M) 
Bank of Commm:ee Terrace, 
formed a co-operntlve 
sawmill, fish f raed~piaut  
and small b0!t building 
inudstry. This film 
illustrates the role of co- 
oporstlVes in '  d0velopln8 
northern areas 
These films are part of a 
eedee of free rdm ni i~t |  put 
on by the, Co.operatlve 
Operative Group Imd Nor- 
thern deLiahta eo-ep. 
( i l~  to the Terra~ Coop 
Jar getting these film in for 
us). We hope to cantinas 
these flima, and the 
110-220 volt Caterpilier self 
regnlatlng A.C. Generator. 
Both units in very good 
condition and low hours. Call 
63,5-6277, 8 to S p.m. (C5-17M) 
One hundred gallon Tidy fuel 
tank. One small outboard 
motor. Phone 635.4297. (PS- 
I.~M) 
Sunnyhill trailer court. 3624 
Kalum St. or phone 5.9687 
IP5-18,26,1,8,15) 
For rent: boat tra i ler .  
handles up to 20 footer. 
Phone 632-6310 (attn-2.5-79 
requ i ta l '  Comumer Loans 
fleer. P rev ious  credit 
disc,,,-lon periods that go e| iper ienee neeeesary. 
Jdung wlth them, 81zmt m~ Sa l ty  frwn 115,25o.00 based 
a month. Come Out and ~ on mcparlq~,e~ Apply 
part. Phone" I l l -HIS for 6tSl Mr. lkedJe. (Ca-taM) 
more informmtl~. (ne.~m) , 
For rent: in New Remo, 2 
bedroom house on 1 acre, 
stove, carpet. F.P. Sundeck 
& Large garden area. 
blarried couple preferred. 
To view 638-2746 after 5. (C3- 
16M) 
For ren(: the Terrace NDP 
office. Available June I, 
1979, air-conditioned. 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635- 
2552. (Ct[n-14-5-79) 
2 bedroom non basement 
home. Large lot, 
greenhouse, shop, and car 
pert. To view phone 635.6779 
after 5 p.m.(P10-18M) 
Moving must sell 4 bedroom 
house. Full finished 
basement, fire place, 
workroom. Close to Schools 
& downtown• View at 4640 
Waish or Phone 633-2667. 
(PS-18M) 
For sale by owner 3 bedroom 
200x80 lot. Large L.R., 
fridge, stove, 26 inch color 
T.V. etc. All reasonable 
offers considered. Owner 
leaving town. Phone after 3 
p.m. 635-4740. (P10.26M) 
To be moved, will sell as is at 
greatly reduced price. 2 
be'droom unfinished cottage 
on blocks. Size 16ft-28fl on 
Kojer Road. Some building 
materials & bathroom fix. 
tures within. Will conslder 
best reasonable offer. Phone 
624-5679 (P20.1June) 
• For sale: 3 bedroom house, 
full basement, partly fur- 
ulshed. Fireplace, located 
close to schools, in a new 
subdivision. Interested 
parties only please call 835- 
3827 for appointment toview. 
(PS.15M) 
Beautiful 3 bedroom home. 
With garage on a quiet 
street, close to downtown & 
schools. Phone 635-7319 (PS- 
14M) 
House for sale: 3 years old, 3 
oedroom, full basement. 
Close to, schools and 
downtown. 635-7441 after 4:30 
p.m. and weekends. (p20- 
1$M) 
ava i lab le  on new By.  
pass. Phone 
638.1166 
(ctfn.13-04-79 
For sale: 4~ Acres in scenic 
Kitwanga Valley situated in 
subdivision planning area. 
One old house, needs repairs- 
still hooked up to Hydro. 
Large size hay barn & small / 
cow barn, Root cellar. Ap- 
prox. 2 acres, cultivated- 
remainde; is tree, bush, 
covered & ponds. Good, for 
ducks. Secluded area-5 man. 
walk from school, I mile to 
store. Serious inquiries only. 
849-5586. Asing $24,500 (PS- 
14M) 
Recreational Lots- For Ski- 
cabins, sunnmer cabins or 
residences. Eight lots are 
now available on the Hudson 
Bay Mounteln Rood, 21/2 
miles from Smlthers. 
Acerages Vary in price from 
S12,500 to $15,500. Sizes vary 
• from 7 acres to 16 acres. For  
mapsand for details write O r 
phone Jack Trowbrldge 
North County Realty.Realty 
World Box 2588, Smithers 
Phone 847-3217 (C10-14M) 
1970 Mustang, repossessed. 
Open to bids. Contact .Rick 
Smith. 635-7117. (ctfn.24A) 
For Sale: 1971 Pontiac Le 
Monz. 350 Chev engine with 4 
speed 15000 original miles. 
High performance. Phone 
633-9288 and ask for Gerald 
Lozinoki. (C6.18M) 
1974 Cougar Xr7 in good 
condition 35,500 miles. Phone 
635-2882 (C5-17M) 
1978 Honda hatehback radidl 
tires, s speed & sun roof. 635- 
3765. (P4-10,14,17,18M) 
For Sale - 4 door Buick 
LaSabre Luxus - Excellent 
condition, Michelin tires, air 
suspension, 454 motor, a i r  
cond i t ion ing ,  rad io ,  
tapedeck, clock etc. - clean 
interior. Dark green and 
black vinyl roof. Asking 
~,850 Phone 6,15-6521 (c3- 
14m) 
1970 Maverick f~0 firm 
Phone 638.8480 '(P4-17M) 
, • ! . 
t 
i.,~,--.-.,.. -,>? ,.~; .~. . . . .  
59, ~ M~OBILE.. 
,0MES 
~,uu~,o ,,,a,7;.~,:.r.,,~ ,,~,.,: receive a caSh prize ano De 
Deluxe Manco Mobile Home. summer fa~/ai'o'ns:,[ound ~in featured in  the ' oattern 
4X4 " ~]OW mu~e~ "oo(] 14x70~;~ b,droomst,/~ baths,, eandi~k~~!,, ca..5.~xa ~S~ter fam'll~/r~m, Set Up on lot at 
8 (IL:~-141~) . . . .  Copptrs lde Estates~ ,For 
• \", .  " :  " . 1½~:>:~-~ft~h~i~ Information ' phsne ,' 
amGmany tras P '* ~' . . . .  ~; ' --" ";.,, :". .'.. 
- . . . .  .~s ur ,~o-o~ nlW1ts, be  ovt.ss,,,~ .. droom furnished Bullt in 
~.- .......... . . .  " ; .  Ch ipa .  Cabinet~-,:.Im;FP. 
197s wp He~back 3s,ooo '~ge La~ped 10t No~ ~7 
, , , I~ ~ ~ e ,~  ==. - PinePark Phone655-4365 Or 
' ? "  e r - e . g . . ~ . r o u l o  W.8  • ' 
track tape deck, ~adlal tlres" 146~8M~233 after 5:30 p.m. (C5" B L IV l )  
all round. Excellent con." 
The Herald, Monday, May 14, 1979, Page 11 
fun Super sewin g :sh 10us,; fashio  
:'w~l~h:ease nd Confidence. . gdj~r sewing snortcuts con- ",,m a m,~,  m 
* ~ • . ,~:.'~,., ;  .; ~,~ ; , : i~'(=by, creating their own ~ P I T C H . I N  '~), 
..~Fz~nne '.',omers;.'stur o l  " • : • ~, ; ,  , _ :~.~. ,, lash,on ,~, shor tcut .  ,The 
T V..~. Three s Co'~j~any ,. - w l ;n ihg< "shortcut. '. will 
odels m nT./.ol.~/tne ew, " " cash ~rize d b  
f ~io' s; found 
=or ~ale 22x52 Glendale Vista 
~Villd fully'furnlshe(J set up in  
local t.r,~ller park. Phone 638~ 
1044. (ctfn.1-5-79):~: 
dltion. $2,200. Phone'638.1212. 
(cff.2OM) .. . "  For Sale: 22x52 Gendall 
Vista Villa. Fully furnished, 
1978 Camaro 7.26 very low set up In local trailer park. 
m I I e a g e ,  . • x f r a s, Phone 638.1044. (~fn.23.4- 
~essed ,  open to bids, • 79) 
(~onfact Rick Smith ~S-7177 
MorldaytoFrldeybetween 2. Noble 12x68 •three. bdrm. 
5 p.m, (clfn-1-5.79).,  trailer with large addition 
. . . .  . whlch contalns 4th bedroom. 
1970: Mustang repossessed, Wood heater in addition, will. 
heat complete unit. Addition " " %~i! !~- '~: , ;  open to bids. Contact Rick Is insu lated 'and .wired. ' " ~ . ~ ' ~  
,Snlltli 6~5-7177 (Ctfn-1.5-79) Exterior Is done in cedar  ~ ~ 
1978CameroZ28.4spd.,very siding. Lawn in front, • : . . . . .  : ..... : ~o ,  ~ NORTHWEST 
low . mileage. E)(tras. greenhouse and wo0dshedln . ~ . . . .  ; ~ ~: '  ~ , ~ : .  [ /7  ", 
Re~sed.  Open to  bids. back. Lot size 75x100. Phone / . . : .  .... i: ' : . ' ,~ ~d l  
ContaCtRlckSmlth, 635.7117 63S'~641. After'S:30. (p20- 1 ~ /~: . . , ,  . . ~ ' COMMUNITY 
'beNveen 2-5 p.m.  Monday to  22M)  " + ~ . • ~ • . " r ; " " : ' ~, ~ 
Friday, (cffn-12-4.79) I . ' ' COLLEGE ' 
1977 Mazda GLC. 0n]y 5800 MOBILE  HOMES ' ' 
miles. Double undercoating, New mobi le  homes  Machine made belt loops bseome simple to n ' in TERRACE • ... ~ ~t, 
excelleht~ condition, also 4 f rom as  low as $100.00 twis ".~g a few strands of thread together and s requires pa'rt-t ime instructors for academic 
studded winter tires & 3 extra : x'ims Must sell down. O.A.C. Set  up over them with a zig-rag stitch. Pin the loops in pl university transferandcollege pr paratory eour~esin 
~Ik')0.00.Phone¢~-~after and de l ivered ,  t rades  sew ihe side seams, r ' ' the following areas: i 
5 p.m. (P~I4M) welcome.  Time is:critical when a ~ Time.saving ~ 1) ART: Design fundamentals ~, 
'; . Sewer tackles a project and 'are a boon to sew 2) ART: Painting " ".,., ' 
1974VegaHatchback. Priced Phone co l lec t  the pat tern  companies ; love to ,sew. but  3) Introductory BIOLOGY: Laboratory oectt0n only .i 
to sell at $1,650.00. For . •have become Sensitive, .to '. quick, 'shay.way tb,perform .~ Turning narrow ties can be accomplished easily with a 
further information call 638- 59i-5105 the demands a busy. time those, necessary, finishes ; .: bobhy pin. I 4) CLASSICAL STUDIES: Greece and Rome . . . .  • 5) FRENCH: First year University course 
8418, (Ph-15M)~ . . . .  . . schedule creates. Quick! that give garments~.tndy ~.' Cut a ~ slit in one end of the Strap after It is sewn and 6) MATHEMATICS: College preparatory level 
1954 Chat. Asking $1000.00. (eft) , Butterick patterns have a professional look; All of insert a bobby pin. Work the pin through to the other end 7) MA'H-IEMATICS: Caleutus "; ' ; i :' ; 
Phone 655-5893 (Ph,~4M) var ie ty  of time-saving the shortcuts substiiute and  the fie is turned in no time! : 8) PHYSICS plus laboratory section , :~  
• . . . . . .  . Shortcuts featured on'the machine stitching for hand 9) THEATRE ~ 
HEALTH WARNING 1973!~'PontiaC Gr~n',.:Prlx. pattern tissue, in simple, stitching while main.taining , 10) SOCIAL WORK Black with Burgandy v lny l  graphic form WitN accom- the look o.f a quality Appointments wil l  be from mid.September 1979 to . 
roof, 400 cu. In. loaded with Bids will be accepted for panying instructions. Now garment. With the help of . . . .  . .. early May 1980. Classes will generally be held once a 
extras, Including power, the supply of firewood ~to even the simplest patterns these educational aids Don ' t  Take Darvon With take it with alcohol, tranquil, week in a three-hour block (morning, afternoon, or 
• evening). 
seats, climate control, air Furlong .Bay, Lakelse Lake  become easi(~r:to sew. sewers are ablet0 tackle aJ I  A lcoho l  Or T ranqu i l iZers  izers or sedatives. • Some accidental deaths ' We further need an instructor for: .. ,~.., ::;, 
toed. etc. ProvinclaI Park for the 1979 Abou[ one to two thou; have occurred when pro, 1972, Corvette Sting Ray season. Bids close May 25, ' [  " 11) Local History for mid.September to mid- 
:, " ']':f.i:. ~ ': .~ sand deaths a year are asso- poxyphene was taken in Decemheronly ' 
~ Cculmloadedplusextras.454 cu. In.ExcellentFUlly :l(,i~tereat~d partiea:sh0ukil ~ ~',~! N ~ $ ~ h o l #  # i ~ t s  ciated with p~'opoxyphene, a conjunction with~'these sub--*~-12)Pollticbl Science. in Aborigin.d .Studied (Terrace) 
S ~  .popular pain killer sol.d as stances, by people ~who did 13) Introductory Psychology in Aboriginal Studies 
Baryon ~nd under other not understand the dangers err e an r ve lets  condition. Phone 635-2243 obtain the particulars, by. ~t~ ofLestoil  Homimakers*serui¢ie"~ • : i . . . . .  (T ac ) d in similar course fo nati peep 
days or .635.2612 evenings, contacting the Lakelae Lake ~ameS, accord ing to the . - "  - the Nass. Sentember. May. • 
ICIO-IIM) District headquarters at Box Double duty!~Salt isn't ' / . . . . .  I ' ~[!: • Food and Drug Administra- ~FDA,_a/s° warns,:(~a.'e' 14) Commu~iieations' in Workers' Educational 
ForSale: 1979 Datsun 280ZX 119, Terrace, B.C. VBG 4A2, jus t  ~eas(,nlng; i t  , IVy .  \ I~-~L... 0[0 ' t ion (FDA) wnon token  xur  ext~.u  1~ " ' 
2d, S,000km, hnsalloptions, or by telephone at 798-2277, smothers grease fires " n ~ '  ~ 1  I , _  ' " ~ ,  " E I " '  " . . . .  : rio& of time, propoxyphene Programme. Sep.temb.er. May . . . . . .  
Mmt sell $14,800. Phone655" during office hours. (A-2-'. your broiler. And did . . -~ \ /~ ~,_[~mi~/~"_"~itL"J " .FDAad.vis.espeopletaking can produc e physical or yrexerreoqu~mcau,msmraupeamous: thzs prescnptmn drug not to psychological dependence. Minimum of a Master s degree in the instructional 
'vinegar in rinse water ~,~_'_'~ i/ ~, -P"~.."-_o~l)l  ' "' 
Girly.. Ask for .Mike (pl0- "Sub Trade Tenders" m'e makes hand-washod ~\|'T ~ , ~ I,," :~L~/ ,  v~t~e d) s~oPPu]~%~de ( 
23m) requested by Jaemar  glasses sparkle? But for "/ll Ol? S ibl~ 
,,Construction Co, Ltd. (PJne real v(~r~.qt.lJi..~,;~oU n-(~ed. ]l~Ji UL~_~ ~ ; '  :;','doctor;,,, ,~ ~ ~, , ~ n~)m ,;. (~,,b,~ ,~, ~e,,~,~4 ~,, lie ,~,I~*CP~I~, rv 
• ~ . ~ ,~ ~= . . . .  -. .~ . . "1, . ,~  , ' I ' ,  . r ' . . . .  ~ ,  , t~,  ,~ • , ,  
. . . .  96th Ave. Surrey,"B.C.~V3T ;': cl~n~"'.do'e~ "ho,~s~hold I1~1~. m. ' -7~l [~, l~~ ~--)-~";~'~'7-'~--~."~'~'~JL~J~'-r]"L :) ..~a .. . .  L . . . . .  ~, '~ . . . . . .  ~ '  ' '~  Jl k . . Acade~eH'e]id 
chores, ,rid maizes llgl~t ~:~_--.~_ I~i/11~'~7~ ' i ~ ~  2t£_.-~..~~111 ' ;  ' " ~. '".  ' ' . . . . . . .  NbrthweatCommunityCollege 
,w,. , ,on,  , , . ,  , e , . , , . .  I I " 
197SChev~/'T°n"4x4Stepslde Telex04"36SSlS"F°r  the w0rk° f laundry ' t°°"  ! watch i, my , , (M11,14,18) ' Terraoe, B.C. .4spd. Phone 638-1121 or 635- following AI. Co. of Canada 
(1)extenslontobulldlnglS3. ~. [i .~/~ 
1975 Chev ~/, Ton 4x4. Step Quote by May 8th, 1979. (2) ' ' : - ' " * ' " 
slde.4speed. Phone 636-1121 extension to buildlng 281. Out el ~ copper polish?. FDA adv ises :  d i s .cuss  Dark Aua Devi l .  I td  I 
'. Baryon w i th  your  doctor. I sa.n n ig .  nga ,  ! Lm.  I :~!";': ............. ~ .......... ";""'; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " ' ; " " ' "  ............ .~i: Use toothpaste. Out of '  ~ ~ • . • '.-. . . * .iv. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
or63$.3OO7afterSp4n.(Ctfn. Quote by May  30th, t,79.(3) ~ '~ ' - "  i~  stain remover? Pouro~ .• .. . ~,i, T H E  WASHER6RIEA'T ! .SALEti 1-5-79) new building no. 26 -Quote the LestoiH Let Stand 10 ' M ~:~ M ' L ~ " ' 
by June 5th 1979. further ~/ : / /  minutes(colorfast fabrics , "  . ' . 
1977 Chev Van Phone 632. protects to follow. Tender ~.~ ~" 
7218. 1971 Datsun 1200. ~ only), then launder. Oil, 
DLO2~3eA (Affn-2-5-79] documents for viewing at ~ )~T tar, grease stains, grime ' , 
Terrace, P.G., and Van. l ines on eo,,ars "d .1 DRYER 1 
building exchanges. (A4-7, cuffs a,e. no m=h for . . . .  ' "  ' DISH DISHWASHER 1 14, 21, 28M) ~ ~ . Lestoil's grease-dissolve~:s. • For sale: 1973 Ford ½ ton Idck upwith finished cam- 
perette. Excellent condition. 
Phone 652-3971 (C5.15M) 
For Sale: 1973 Chev Window 
Van % ton auto, p.s., p.b,, 
lack'Nat, six radials, plus 
wheels, radio, mechanically 
scull, $1965 or nearest offer, 
Phone ~P3514 days 635.9348 
eves. (e3-14m) 
1977 F158 4x4 Ford Truck 
Economical 800, 6 ey l .  
motor, 4 spd. trans., tree 
wheell~ hubs, p.s., p.b., 
auxiliary gas tank, new 
rubber, low mileage. Will 
eonslde¢ small car on U'a&., 
Phone 655-~/~I after 4 p.m. 
weekdays. (i~-16m) 
'For Sale: 1972 Toyota Pick- 
fm good mech, con& 50,000 
. AMdng ~00 O.B.0. 
Phone ~-2315. (C5"18M) 
For dale: I~  Ford Van 
$S00,00 Phone 635"6511. (P2. 
18M) ' 
70: LIVESTOCK For Sale: 197o Utateaman 
12xe0 mobile home with 
10X#A addition, Fireplace 
and verandas, Reasonably 
priced for quick sale. Phone 
638-1072 atter 6 p.m. (c5- 
l~m)  
1973 Glendale Montrose 
19165, 8x12 Factory Add. 
8x30 SUndeek; Acorn 
fireplace. Very good con- 
ditlon. Must sell $13,000.00 
Phone 685-9685 after 5 p.m. 
( I~ I4M)  " ' 
1~r.82 Mobile Home, senll- 
furnlshed, fully skirted. Set 
Well financed B.C. Investor 
looking for Land-Property 
development opportunities. 
Will enter partnership or 
Rurchase outright. Provide 
full Informatlon to: 
Meadowplne Properfles 
Ltd., Comp 26,108 Ral~ch, 100 
Mile House, B.C. (c20.1SM) 
For  sale: travel mate 
Papoose Camper for lm- 
porLx~d pick.up. 76 model, 
like new condition. 3 way 
fridge, heater, 4jacks, canoe 
rack. Sleeps 4 $3500:00 OBO 
Phone 635"3189. (Ph'14M) 
1978 8' Vanguard Camper. 
To view phone 688-1283 after 
8:38 p.m. (c~16m) 
For Sale: 30 foot school bus 
converted to motor home. 
Phone 635.3765 (P4-10,i4, 17, 
• ~eM) 
For Sale:X978 18 foot Fleet 
Craft Tandem Axle trailer. 
Fully equipped $5900,00 
Phone 635-5587 (C3-16M) 
For sale registered Arabian 
C~ldlng. 7 years old $1000.00 
847-9813 (PS'IIM) 
Goat kids, 3 months old, 125 
each, S. Sims, Box 137, 
Hazelton, B.C. (p2-11m) 
Backhoe 
1974 John Deare 410. Heated 
cab, paint, tires and 
mechanical conditlea good 
$18,000, Phone 845-2485 (p6- 
10,ll,17,18,~A,25m) 
SELLING? 
BUYING? 
I And to brighten any 
~ - ~  wash, a d d : a h a l f c u p o f "  . _ ._  
Lestoil with detergent. 
Use your heavy:duty ' ~ ~  
cleaner full-strength on 
barbecue grill, range 
hood, exhaust fan, bath- 
tub ring, stubborn marks 
on floors (not asphalt 
tile) and painted walls. 
Pour a quarter cup in a 
bucket of water to 
quick-clean cabinets, 
sinks, ceramic tile, walls 
(except plastic tile). V e t - ~ ~ ~ ~ . - ~  
astility is--Lestoil! 
Work of Laundry and Other Tough o 
maker Service, 370 Lexington Ave., New York. 
Shapely figures are back 
in ~style as after-Easter 
fashions offer a sexy, body- 
defining look, noticeably 
different from the past set. 
eral yea~. 
The baggy, casua l ly  
disheveled costumes of re. 
cent years are virtually 
absent from spring designer 
col lections, according to 
fashion experts at PPG 
Industries, a major man- 
ufacturer of drycleaning 
solvents. 
The body is well defined 
in new offerings with a par- 
ticular emphasis on waists, 
hips, bosoms and legs. Skirts 
are tighter and shorter or 
slit for maximum leg expo- 
sure. Belts, darts and wraps 
are everywhere and even the 
cummerbund is returning to 
the fashion: scene. 
Seasonal fabrics range 
from clingy silks and crepe 
de chine to soft chiffons 
and suedes which ill require 
careful maintenance, best 
prov ded:by professional 
drycleanlng, according to 
experts at PPG. ' 
The new seaSon also fea- 
tures a clean and crisp look 
with a.variety of; piques, 
gabardines and shiny cot- 
tons addihg a polished sit to 
FORECASTS 
L WHAT TO EXPECT 
women's wear. The cla~ie, 
straight-skirt suit is back. 
Again, PPG recommends 
letting the dryeleaner has. 
die these 'hard' fabrics. He'll 
• return ~em to you looking 
crisp and new to carry 
through several seasons, PPG 
advises. With minor accesso. 
ry changes, classic outfits-- 
which are making a strong 
impact this spring--Will be 
stylish for years if given 
good professional care. 
In addition to shape, 
color is news this spring. 
The mauves and muted 
shades recenUy prevalent 
are giving way to solid, prt. 
mary colors, Electric blues, 
chrome yellows, hot reds, 
oranges and-pinks appear in: 
most designer collections, 
PPG pointed out. Tiny 
prints are scarce this spring, 
but dots, stripes and bold, 
contrasting color combina- 
tions are everywhere. 
CANAD& 
WITHOUT TREES, WOULD BE 
C N D 
. .'4 
. . . INCOMPLETE ! 
~. 7 .' '~ ; ' tgq(  
i " '.i t~i 
I I I I I  
' HELP WANTED 
SEOOND STEWARD 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
(BRANCH 13} 
TERRACE 
DUTIES .,operation ot bar. 
MIslng & serving alcoholic beverages. Staff 
supervision. Stock Control. Bqmkkooplng an 
asset. ' ' 
MUST BE t9 TRS. DF ABE OR OLDER. 
Hours flexible. 
Resume to: 
MR. R. BENNETT 
443$ Llglon Ave. ,  
• .. Tlrrace, B.C. 
• VIG 1N7 
i / [ ii ] 
SOFA 1' CHAIR 10 
You may have all these furnishings for a 
total of 5' (that's right, folks) Save 
$2,520.00 when you purchase a New Mobile 
Home at our Low Everyday Price. 
Gal! Today! 431-1184 
Munday Homes Lid. 
6401 Kinpway 
Burnaby, B.O. 
"We Wi l l  Not Be Underso ld"  
Offer  good t i l l  May  16, 1979 
•:•:•••..•••:•:•:•:•••:•:•:•:•:•:•:::::•:•.••::•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•••:••::•:•:•:•:•••.•••:!••:•::••:::•:••••;•••;•;•;•;•••;•; 
ask us about you. 
The Military Career Counsellor with 
the Canadian Forces Mobile information Unit 
can help you to make important decisions 
about your future. In the wldo range of 
opportunities offered by the Canadian Forces. 
you may find just what you're looking for. And 
you'll be paid to learn a trade. 
Talk to  
Captain PHIL CHRYSLER 
Mil i lary Career Counsel lor  
THE MOBILE INFORMATION UNIT 
will visit 
CANA'DA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
on Tuesday, 15 May 
~ from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM • ~ There's no llfe like It. 
The Canadian Armed Forces 
up In Thornhlll. Priced to sell 
at $6800.00. Phone 638.1676 
attar 6 p.m. (P$.4,7,9,i1,15. 
ISN9 
For Sale: 22xS2 Gendall 
Vlsta Villa fully furnished, 
set up In local troller park. 
Phone ¢111.1044. (clfn.2-4-79). 
,,,,/' 
,i 
' ,  . '. . 
DEAR ABBY: I was invited to the home 0f'o'morried • 
couple,for dlnnerso I brought my hostess nbottle of ex .I.~n" 
olve French wine. ' ' " 
She thanked me for it, then promptly put it ~way. Instea~ 
of serving my lovely wine ,,with dinner, =hq~ served a 
domestic wine. I thought that was tacky. I w~u~ ainu very 
dlsoppointed because, enjoying fine wines as'l do, I had 
• looked forward to having some of the wine I had brought.. 
• According to the rules of,etiquette shouldn'.t my hostess 
, have served my wine7 • ACR 
i 'i:/: ~ / '  i I i .~ ;  ~ 
• , . . . .  , , I I . . . . . . .  D i 
OR 
4o o!eor=in ~a S.tL~the ::U ~ouou 
STATEN ISLANDER I Hart, of the 43 On deck " . chancel: :.:i SS Co~,d~:  
• DEAR IBLANDER: No. Aml don't ammmo tkxt because a theater 47 Place names 5 Plaee ~ ' fabric .... 
whto is exports/re ~ Freneh, i lk  superior.to a leucsotly' 5 Behave 49 Modified plant ~; l l i ee ;  . : M Asian 
d.mo,t~ wine. I t  -'a t n~ss~y , . ,  ,.y , -prom wm 8 Curved 50 Cravats IUmdf led , :  " ;. f~k ;a l  
~ m ~ = . .  mold~ 51 Co .use  tod~y ' ~ Sturdy tree. 
'hZC~ne~e- . VSur~ ::~.~ n~d,~ 
8Mount~ '. , ;  ~ce  
2 , '  
18 ¸ 
r23 24  
0 . 
33 
25 26 
i F I i I , 
°11 
• DEAR ABBY: I recently learned that our 22-year,old son IZ Man or 
in coltege 18 the father of a child who wasgtven away for Wight secret ~ ~ ~ 38 I x ,  
adoption ,Mr yore'. Our son did not confide in u~. I found this 13 Card game .society nyn~l~ i : " .~ .  Vegss • ~ , ~ [~ 
out quite by accident. " ' . . " . . . . . . .  My husband and I have always looked forward to our first 14 Wander 53 On the briny , D T l~ l~Gi~ek  letter '4o 41 42 143 
|p.andchlldandlsmslekwithgrleftothinkthetsomewhere ISGlided 55MJs~l lany  Sazelles "" ~li~'~hcs°n" 147 i48 ~49 
in this world I have a grandchild whom I will never know. 1 16 Unstable 55 Dagger 10 Roof edae: i ?:: :!:::~!aveplant L ~ 
haven't been able to bring myself to tell my hupband. My ' 
question: Do I have the right to keep this from him7 It's HIS 18 Of a place DOWI~ 11 Turtle genus' ~ War god 5o 
~andchild, too. Alleviates 1 H~ 17 U.dah " . ~D~y . I~1~51 . [ ~  
DEARABBY:MyhushandkThndretked, huthe'sn~k- . G.~IEVINGGRANNY 21Malay. ZC.apl~of " 19Pmther 37V~uab le  i~ ~54 I ~  
lnl • ~eer  of msklnlmy lifo mborable. He used te be quite ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  g|bben Nomay 33 Petty quarrel: poMe~ions i ~ 
$1, .  - - . .  ok~,~.  ~,~,un i .N ,  n t  manu I ,~n0 iv  sven in~ wonder  un~A,- ~nsANNX: Pao SOOa ran romo n'om ceua~ you~. a. . .~ . , .  ~ . . . . . .  .._____ m e h ~ p a a  ~.  ~.'a ~. .  o h~d.  Yew ~ d  ~ now sonobody sl~ _~ c .had. ~.~ ~ Cincinnati 3 Ferry berth 23 Portage ~ • 39." ~ca  
player • Aver•go solution timei 24 m/n; 40 Girl's name . " . . " "~; ;y~' (~, '~L . .  o=, .o . ( ,~ .~. . - .~ .a l ,y  have to, m'~:  .~ , .  " weU. no :~ , , ,  ~ . .~  And dos ' , .we,  . .  i,, 
: ~k for th in~/orh im~:  Oo~the~)~,_  rys tere lgo~ tu~=noureeano°ros.ure' . = Proof- I51HIAIDNP I T iT IB IA IR I . . . .4 !M~ • CRypTO~U.I]P 4 -17  
, to the druptorol Go to the kardware eterex , ' ' . " ' " ~n ~l  stand the el ht of hlml Hv stomach turns CONFIDENTIAL TO 8OLLY IN THE WINDY CITY: ~.adePs T AIT IE iO IR IR IH IO IN IE I  ~ "'i Net~eton ' . . ~ : • . 1 y g . . . .  ' ' eve mark  iALIIIFiSIEIAIPIOiRITI~I ~Fenc~ TSUDPUJ  RSQQBUD FBFXAK KAPUJ  . . . . .  ~. .  r ~. .  hi, ~.~ ~n ,h .  a~.  , Yon vo pt  s le l t  ¢omldeX. Den t aesume ~ ry  
.e , . .  ,.. - - .a .  ,~ . . . . .  , . . . . . .  he follows me around woma who shows an interest in you is after your 26 Rich P E A T lP IU  N 0 i T sword ' " .................... " .... " . . . . . .  I~F . . . .  , " .  w~ ~.~.~ ~ ~  , Fw~ ~iMg[  IIW I wl~4m II IW a l l~ l l lO l l l l  p l l l~BlO V ' I .m.~ ~lll~uum ~|  ~HlU  dFi la i ls  m| l  l~ l l  ~IVdS IA  n~O r 
supervininl the eooldnl end IWusokeeplni. . . . t~ . : - -~ .~.~ . . . . .  , m ,  - -  - ,  . . . . . . .  . ear th  r~na imn- r iU ,a l ,  [ :mc l~ raua~,n"  e ',",lOVe. ' . 
I f  a I . y  f .end of mine .moo over xor 8 sup el tea, ne • ' • ' . , ~ Pindaric ~ • .-3 agent Y .h~dsy 's  Cryptoqu/p - - HOMEL~ HOMH,Y t~ T IMELY:  
: hero in and monopolLs~ the eonversxtlou. • work 
~ar  G~,  1 am so sieh of him, death would ~ a welcome ' I~ IA IC I~E I~SIT IP IO IR IT1  " ~ Sacred ' ~ HOME.  . 
roleuel . . . . 31Church L. EIC~:_--ITIOIA ~age Today'sCryptequfpdue: MequakR . ,' 
AGING IN INDIANA bench I S IA IU IN IA IS iA IN IS~IE[~ ~ Hamlet, • " 
,P IA IS IS IP lO IR ITNTIA IK IE I  ' for " ~e Cryp~qulp.Js a s~ple su~titoti.on., el...i~er. ~ wh/ch, e.a~ 
' DEAgAGINfisYeu~eHd~?Tkequd/tyefa~k , . . . • . . ~Wlng A L IE  K IR IOt ,  iE lV  E lM .~zer ~ 'S~ tar anomer. - you tnm~ umt z eqeam u, s~ 
: .~y.  pod .  ~. --te~d. ~ hr ~. ~.~d...~. U~..~..~.~Wt~nW~.y..d..'t~.w..~ = ~ghest ~v~i~mTJ~,cm~J~T~l . one  ~ equ~. O .throughout ~e p.unle. S .~e  .!eaters, ho~ we .r~, 
: ~m~r  d ~"  b ud~,  du~,  ~m~_,  heMveH ~ to my, ~:AM~.  o ~d~ _-new to Write ~ t w - -  36 Counterfeits " " " " . . . .  ' '~1~ ' ~ ~un :. :". ".. :~a:m um~ an a~uropne can we you crees ~ ocau~ 
m~/~l ,  Oumqe~poaCteapudMe~w~a~.tymN ~ : nomd$l~dalm~,omn~odlU~on~,N~ ~--An~n , " ' . : "aAnaf f inn -  'lwels. saluUon~saccomp~L~hedbytr~landerror. 
. a-a~whoal|o'a~udatmll~y~"lumhor" . m  oavoklre to Ahby: 181 Lmdky Odve, govomey 39Let~.  An~wer toy~Y 'SPU,~d,  ~!~.i~(/~:~ve".-i..:!.,:. ,: 'i~i:~:., ~: , . ,  . ©'~mK~Fu~osSyn~, Inc. , . . . .  " ' 
lo re  ~ . . . . .  ~ CaUI; ~0315. ,. ' : . . . . .  . .  " ..... • " 
, . . ' • . .  , " , , ,~ i / . 
. • • • • .'~ ? 
• 'the ~ZING sP IOER~N ' ." ~ey Stan Lee and John Romita 
. L ~HARe VOUR BUR~N! / iT  MA~$ ~ ~ F He ~$- ' ro  - ~ NO ~/~=~ ~ ~ ~  
.~ .  ~oLI  ~'A/VT~,.. .~, L .  Yo~!  , . ~ T l l ~  "~ I I ~ ~ -  ~ ~ . ~  
'" 4J ~ 
f~vay  md a~.  to . .~  to aee yam" way clearly provide useful advice or '  f l~dg~l l !  ~ E~I I~RI  | ~ i ~  ~ = - ~ , ~  _ ~ f ~ ' - " ~ ' ~ - L ~  Z LEAVE ~,=~ ~ ~ ~  
~,  range p la~w~h con- repress  present respon- ~e~hack~&C~o~dato  fl.,~", J : ' ~ | l l t i ~ i l ~ l ~ K  | z~g~"~. .~Y l -7 / - s~-~ CAROLE _ ' "  -~'- , _ -~ l  ~co., ~ ~.  ~-;;'~Pil|lt'.-" ~ • I~ - -~- ' -  ~.~ - - - . ~  : -  - -: ' - --_ ~"~"~! 
-T~ U~. .m~.  
CA~. ~0 to ~ ~0) (SW~= to Oct. ~-) JL~ 
You' l l  Udm few into your A"  t ime to act on your 
~nfldmco row, but are able feelings. Communications 
• to aeeon~h much hohh~ w~h loved ~ are favored. 
the4cenes~ private 
romn~ ~ Y ~  ~'~ ~ ~' !~ ~1 SoeJ well know how to please others. 
Partnership matters are " (Oct, 33 to Nov. 21) n~ 
other p ~  fun ~ yo~'re 
able to come up with a 
solutlon to a domostlc 
CANCER j~w~33)co~w~u~ ' (June ~1 to 
Rehtions 
and superiors aro lboth 
conaeMal and productive. 
Friends are helpful and  
ll~uMmy.at work increases 
~hput. Financial 8flairs are 
o~'tha upewin& A mate or 
dcoe ~y coma up with a 
.Grrr~mm ~ 
(Nov. 33 to Dee, 21) 
Both work and play are 
favored. Superiors are 
Uvo to your su~@s~ons 
ones are ~n~rm~d 
by your ~rson~.  
(Dee. 33 to Ja~ 191 
An excellent ffme to voice 
your oidnton about a d~ieult 
situation. You'H come up with 
a ~ salatton and am- 
ebas  with your k~e. 
P~ x~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar, 20) 
Serious discussions with 
partners and dose a~ex work 
out well. Career and f~n~l  
ma~ars are ~ favored. 
Co~ta~e on o~er~,  
YOU_BORN.. TODAY are 
security. Somewhat up- 
~ c ,  you're lucky and 
l~ely, attar much 'ex- 
perimentatlm, to ~'aVitate o
your proper niche. More 
mental than the typical 
Taurean, you have a talmt for 
research and sdmco. Other 
fields in which you'll find 
happiness include law, the 
stage, and brokerage. In 
business, you can sell your 
product and would be a suc. 
ce~ul  merchant, Your best 
success comes when you 
strive to be orang.  Then, you 
stand out from the crowd and 
. make an ordeal  contribution 
to n~'s  progress. Bir- 
thdata of: Bobby Darin, 
singer; Bradford Dlllman, 
actor. 
~p19~9 Kl~ Features Syndicate, Inc. 
serious telks with than are  
favored. 
A cmKd~t ~n a h~ 
fLnmnclal tip or advice. 
Leisure time a~vitim are 
romantic, ud . tu l fg~. .M.  
hdrs ete  dh~u~ prosper. 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary. Peterman 
.. . . . . . . . .  . ~ ~;:' 
MI=PtAfl 
1 
$°a,$ 
~lg°° i rod Ireet to talk to somean~ who domn't " 
keop bushing." • .. 
h • 
I I  
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the WIZARD OF ID By Brant.Parker and Johnny Hart 
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Y~U~M o O I l#~p~,~ 
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By Johnny Hart 
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I 
By Gar~ Trudeau 
i 
• . . . .  . . . .  . ,  : . ,• " . ,  
